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Abstract
Forming categories is a core part of human cognition, allowing us to make quickly make
inferences about our environment. This thesis investigated some of the major theoretical
interpretations surrounding the neural basis of visual category development. In adults, there
are category-selective regions (e.g. in ventral temporal cortex) and networks (which include
regions outside traditional visual regions—e.g. the amygdala) that support visual
categorization. While there has been extensive behavioural work investigating visual
categorization in infants, the neural sequence of development remains poorly understood.
Based on behavioral experiments, one view holds that infants are initially using subcortical
structures to recognize faces. Indeed, it has been proposed that the subcortical pathway
remains active for rapid face detection in adults. In order to test this in adults, I exploited the
nasal-temporal asymmetry of the proposed retinocollicular pathway to see if preferentially
presenting stimuli to the nasal hemiretina resulted in a fast face detection advantage when
contrasted with presentations to the temporal hemiretina. Across four experiments, I failed to
find any evidence of a subcortical advantage but still found that a rapid, coarse pathway
exists. Therefore, I moved to investigate the development of the cortical visual categorization
regions in the ventral temporal cortex (VTC). I characterised the maturity of the face, place
and tool regions found in the VTC, looking at the long-range connectivity in 1-9 month-old
infants using MRI tractography and a linear discriminant classifier. The face and place
regions showed adult-like connectivity throughout infancy, but the tool-network underwent
significant maturation until 9 months. Finally, given this maturity of face and place regions in
early infancy, I decided to test whether the organization of the VTC was related to the
sequence of categories infants acquire. I used language age of acquisition measurements,
determining that infants produce significantly more animate than inanimate words up until
29-months, in line with the animacy distinction in the VTC. My work demonstrates the
surprising role and maturity of the cortical regions and networks involved in visual
categorization. My thesis develops new methods for studying the infant brain and
underscores the utility of publicly available data when studying development.
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Lay Abstract
Forming categories is a core part of the human experience. Categorization allows us to
recognize people, places and objects. This thesis investigated brain areas involved in visual
category development. In adults, there are category-selective brain regions (e.g. in ventral
temporal cortex) and networks (which include regions outside traditional visual regions—e.g.
the amygdala) that support visual categorization. Behavioural work has shown infants can
form categories (e.g. of cats, dogs or faces), but the brain areas infants are using to process
visual categories are poorly understood. Based on behavioral experiments, one view holds
that infants are initially using subcortical structures to recognize faces. Indeed, it has been
proposed that the subcortical pathway infants have been thought to use remains active for
rapid face detection in adults. In order to test this in adults, I exploited the nasal-temporal
asymmetry of the proposed subcortical pathway to see if preferentially presenting stimuli to
the nasal hemiretina resulted in a fast face detection advantage when contrasted with
presentations to the temporal hemiretina. Across four experiments, I failed to find any
evidence of a subcortical advantage but still found that a rapid, coarse pathway exists.
Therefore, I moved to investigate the development of the cortical visual categorization
regions in the ventral temporal cortex (VTC). I characterised the maturity of the face, place
and tool regions found in the VTC, looking at the long-range white matter, structural
connectivity in 1-9 month-old infants. The brain regions selective for faces and places
showed adult-like connectivity throughout infancy, but the tool-network underwent
significant maturation until 9 months. Finally, given this maturity of face and place regions in
early infancy, I decided to test whether the organization of the VTC was related to the
sequence of categories infants acquire. I used language age of acquisition measurements,
determining that infants produce significantly more animate than inanimate words up until
29-months, in line with the animacy distinction in the VTC. My work demonstrates the
surprising role and maturity of the cortical regions and brain networks involved in visual
categorization.
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Chapter 1

1

General Introduction

1.1

Introduction to visual categorization

Visual Categorization
Being able to identify visual categories is an important part of the human experience. For
example, categorization allows us to deduce the properties of a stimulus based on our
prior experience with similar things (Robinson, Best, Deng, & Sloutsky, 2012; Sloutsky,
2010). The neural basis of visual categorization has been well studied in adults, where it
occurs in the ventral visual stream, a pathway specialized for vision for perception
(Goodale & Milner, 1992; Goodale, 2011; Milner & Goodale, 2008). Input to the ventral
visual stream begins at the retina, which passes information through the optic nerve to
subcortical structures including the lateral geniculate nucleus, which in turn transfers
information to primary visual cortex in the occipital lobe (Kravitz, Saleem, Baker,
Ungerleider, & Mishkin, 2013). The stimulus is then categorized as input descends
through the temporal lobe.
Outside of the temporal lobe, there are many other regions, with reciprocal connections,
that aid in our representation of visual stimuli and category development, and definitions
of the ventral stream have been expanded to include these regions (Kravitz et al., 2013).
For example, regions in the frontal lobes, the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and the
orbitofrontal cortex, may be responsible for the top down processing that helps to assign
verbal labels (Kravitz et al., 2013; Robinson et al., 2012). Subcortical regions also make
unique contributions-- the amygdala can aid in emotional processing (Phelps & LeDoux,
2005).
Additionally, subcortical structures have been proposed to aid in rapid and low spatial
frequency detection of particular visual categories (Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, &
Dolan, 2003). An alternative pathway from the retina, to the superior colliculus, through
the pulvinar nucleus and terminating in the amygdala--the retinocollicular pathway--has
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been proposed to detect faces (Johnson, 2005). Additional research has demonstrated
how this pathway could interact with other structures that process faces—the amygdala
has been shown to have functional connectivity with regions in the temporal lobe that aid
in face processing (Mende-Siedlecki, Verosky, Turk-Browne, & Todorov, 2013).
Finally, the ventral visual stream has many connections with the dorsal visual stream,
which instead of being specialized for vision for perception is specialized for vision for
action (Goodale & Milner, 1992). Rather than categorizing visual stimuli found in the
environment, the dorsal visual stream represents them in absolute spatial coordinates to
allow for accurate grip scaling, obstacle avoidance and other actions (Almeida, Fintzi, &
Mahon, 2013; Goodale & Milner, 1992; Goodale, 2011; Mahon et al., 2007; Milner &
Goodale, 2008). The dorsal stream interacts with the ventral stream to allow for accurate
actions to be completed. For example, the ventral stream contributes helpful categorylevel information to the dorsal stream. When we see an object in the environment, the
ventral stream can pass category-level information to the dorsal stream about the weight,
texture, and function of the object, allowing for accurate actions to take place (Almeida et
al., 2013; Cant & Goodale, 2007; Goodale & Milner, 1992; Goodale, 2011). For example,
we know to grasp a hammer on the handle and not the functional end of the tool.
Organization of the Ventral Temporal Cortex
Studies of categorization have largely focused on the ventral temporal cortex (VTC), as it
contains representations of both superordinate and basic level categories. The largest
scale of organization of the VTC is demarcated by the mid-fusiform sulcus (Grill-Spector
& Weiner, 2014; Weiner et al., 2014). The mid-fusiform sulcus bisects the VTC,
separating neurons on the lateral side, which respond to animate stimuli from those on the
more medial side, which respond to inanimate stimuli, while each have their own distinct
cytoarchitectonic and structural connectivity profile (Grill-Spector & Weiner, 2014;
Konkle & Caramazza, 2013; Saygin & Kanwisher, 2014; Saygin et al., 2011). Other
stimulus properties, such as real-world object size and eccentricity, are organized around
the MFS. Small stimuli, with a more foveal representation, tend to be represented on the
lateral side of the MFS, while large visual stimuli tend to be represented, with greater
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eccentricity, on the medial side of the MFS (Konkle & Oliva, 2012; Hasson, Levy,
Behrmann, Hendler, & Malach, 2002). Of course, these general organizing principles are
not absolute. On the medial side of the MFS, inanimate categories can be further
subdivided into large and small stimuli (Konkle & Caramazza, 2013).
These organizing principles can be seen in multi-voxel pattern analysis methods, which
probe distributed representation, with inanimate stimuli, plants, tools, places and other
manmade objects forming one cluster, while animate stimuli, faces, body parts, and
animals formed another (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). A continuous semantic distribution
across the VTC has also been found, with similar items in semantic space being grouped
together (Huth, Nishimoto, Vu, & Gallant, 2012).
Adult Processing of Basic Categories
In addition to the superordinate level organization found in the VTC, as mentioned
above, there are regions in the VTC in which basic level categories are strongly
represented, contrasting with the partial and retinotopic organization of primary visual
cortex in the occipital lobe (Grill-Spector & Weiner, 2014; Kravitz et al., 2013). Having
functions restricted to particular regions allows for a clustering of neurons that that
complete the same task, increasing computational efficiency, as a series of long range
connections would waste valuable resources (Grill-Spector & Weiner, 2014; Kravitz et
al., 2013). First, a region that was specific for faces was found; this region was termed the
fusiform face area (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1996; Kanwisher, McDermott, &
Chun, 1997) Subsequently, a region that responded specifically to places over other
visual stimuli was found (Epstein, Harris, Stanley, & Kanwisher, 1999; Epstein &
Kanwisher, 1998). Researchers then began to see if there were regions that reflected other
visual categories, such as body parts (Downing, Jiang, Shuman, & Kanwisher, 2001). An
area in the VTC was also found to respond to tools and was termed the fusiform tool area
(Almeida et al., 2013; Chao, Haxby, & Martin, 1999; Kersey, Clark, Lussier, Mahon, &
Cantlon, 2016).
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Adult networks
Regions in the VTC do not process stimuli alone, but are part of networks where different
brain regions come together to make up the cross-modal, motoric and affective
associations we associate with particular categories (Binder, Desai, Graves, & Conant,
2009; Huth, de Heer, Griffiths, Theunissen, & Gallant, 2016; Patterson, Nestor, &
Rogers, 2007). As each category has unique associations, category-selective regions in
the VTC have been shown to have a unique signature of connectivity with the rest of the
brain (Saygin & Kanwisher, 2014; Saygin et al., 2011).
The distributed nature of the face processing network has been well studied (Haxby,
Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000; Moeller, Freiwald, & Tsao, 2008; Tsao & Livingstone,
2008). The most prominent region is the fusiform face area (FFA), which is thought to be
responsible for processing the identity of a face (Duchaine & Yovel, 2015; Haxby et al.,
2000; Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006; Kanwisher et al., 1997). Outside of the VTC, other
regions include the occipital face area, thought to represent the initial processing of facial
features, and the superior temporal sulcus, which is thought to be responsible for
processing the movement within a face (e.g. lips, moving eyebrows) (Haxby et al., 2000).
Frontal regions are thought to also contribute to the top down modulation of face
processing, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Kravitz et al., 2013).
For fast face processing, selective for low spatial frequency stimuli, subcortical regions
have also been proposed including the regions that belong to the retinocollicular pathway
(Johnson, 2005; Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2013; Vuilleumier et al., 2003). Evidence from
this pathway comes from work that has demonstrated that the retinocollicular pathway
becomes stronger in blindsight than in age matched controls (Tamietto, Pullens, de
Gelder, Weiskrantz, & Goebel, 2012).
The place processing network has also been well studied and has many connections to
other areas of the brain that aid in navigation. The VTC hub region for the place
processing network is the parahippocampal place area, which responds preferentially to
places over other stimuli (Epstein, 2008; Epstein et al., 1999; Kanwisher et al., 1996;
Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006). The parahippocampal place area is important when relating
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things in space to form a coherent representation of a scene. It is thought to be
responsible for the overall representation of objects in the environment but not the
number of objects within that scene, and responds strongly when learning about spatial
relationships in a navigational context (Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 2011; Park,
Brady, Greene, & Oliva, 2011). Other areas in the place processing network include the
retrosplenial cortex (ROC), which is thought to be responsible for processing navigation
and context within an environment (Kravitz et al., 2011). It also responds strongly to
landmarks (Kravitz et al., 2011). A nearby region also involved in spatial navigation, but
with distinct cytoarchitectonics is the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). The PCC is
thought to be responsible for the location of stimuli in the environment. As it is sensitive
to shifts in attention within a scene, it is thought to be responsible for transforming
stimulus locations from egocentric to allocentric coordinates (Kravitz et al., 2011). As in
other category-specific networks, frontal regions play a role, in this case there is a tight
connection with the lateral prefrontal cortex, thought to be responsible for the top down
control of eye movements. This network also has extensive links to premotor areas,
which aid in orienting and navigation. Finally, the hippocampus plays an important role
in navigation, as it contains place cells that fire whenever we place ourselves within a
familiar environment (O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1979). The exact
role of the hippocampus, and whether it is specialized for pattern separation over pattern
completion, continues to be a topic for current research (Bakker, Kirwan, Miller, & Stark,
2008; Rolls, 2013; Yassa & Stark, 2011).
A third example of a category-specific network is the network thought to process objects
and tools. The lateral occipital complex (LOC) responds preferentially to objects and
tools over other categories, while other regions extend further into the ventral stream with
the fusiform tool area, which has been found to be selective for tools (Chao et al., 1999;
Cichy, Chen, & Haynes, 2011; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000). Regions that focus on color
and texture also make important contributions, such as V4, the inferior occipital gyrus,
and the collateral sulcus (Cant & Goodale, 2007). Areas in orbitofrontal cortex may aid in
top down tool selection (Bar et al., 2006). As objects are highly variable, some which
have utility as tools and some which remain passively perceived and rarely acted on (i.e.
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decorations), the exact regions for object responsivity remain a subject for future
research.
However, the tool processing network has many reciprocal connections with the dorsal
visual stream, which as discussed earlier, is specialized for action (Goodale & Milner,
1992). Extensive connections with the dorsal stream are needed to use tools properly
(Almeida et al., 2013; Mahon et al., 2007). As discussed, the ventral stream is needed to
identify a tool, but the dorsal visual stream is needed to act on these objects. As such,
there is interconnectivity with the superior parietal occipital complex, thought to be
responsible for reaching, and the human anterior intraparietal sulcus, thought to be
responsible for grasping (Goodale, 2011; Kravitz et al., 2011; Milner & Goodale, 2008).
Neuropsychology has been particularly productive in elucidating dissociations and
interactions between the ventral and dorsal stream, and it continues to explore this
relationship.
Disrupted Connectivity in Adults
As discussed above, networks of regions form the rich motoric and affective associations
characteristic of rich semantic categories, leading to distinct connectivity profiles for each
category-specific region (Binder, Desai, Graves, & Conant, 2009; Huth, de Heer,
Griffiths, Theunissen, & Gallant, 2016; Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers, 2007; Saygin &
Kanwisher, 2014). Disrupting connectivity between regions is linked with disordered
functioning in many health conditions. For example, abnormalities in structural
connectivity are associated with brain damage during concussions (Manning et al., 2019);
sometimes the deficits from disrupted connectivity are more predictive of disorders than
standard clinical measures in mental health (Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2016). In
congenital prosopagnosia, a disorder where individuals cannot recognize faces from birth,
connectivity is often disrupted, where many groups often have normal functioning of the
FFA and other face selective structures (Cook & Biotti, 2016). Indeed, in older adults,
reduced connectivity, specifically in the inferior frontal occipital fasciculus, a tract that
stretches from frontal regions to occipital regions, has been found to degrade in older
adults, with the amount of degradation having a strong correlation with performance on a
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face detection task (Thomas et al., 2008). Individuals with autism have also been found to
have abnormal connectivity in their face processing network, where people who are
diagnosed with autism display abnormal behaviour surrounding faces, as measured with
eye tracking (Nomi & Uddin, 2015).
Changes in connectivity are not limited to clinical disorders. Experience can also
modulate connectivity. For example, increases in connectivity have also been observed
with object use—these have been shown to occur in juggling and piano playing
(Bengtsson et al., 2005; Scholz, Klein, Behrens, & Johansen-Berg, 2009). These findings
have implications for all of the category-specific networks described above. If the regions
within the networks, or the white matter connectivity itself, does not develop normally, it
follows that there would be deficits, or reorganization, in category-level processing,
whether these deficits are clinical or subclinical.
Development of categorical processing
While there has been substantial progress in understanding the neural basis of adult visual
categorization, its developmental origins are far from clear. Some research, in monkeys,
has demonstrated that experience is necessary for the formation of face specific cortical
regions (Arcaro, Schade, Vincent, Ponce, & Livingstone, 2017). However, behaviourally,
infants demonstrate early categorical processing, immediately after birth, (Goren, Sarty,
& Wu, 1975); specifically, infants will orient preferentially to faces over control stimuli
shortly after they are born. At 3-4 months old, infants are able to form visual, perceptual
categories (e.g. cats vs. dogs) (Eimas & Quinn, 1994; Quinn, Eimas, & Rosenkrantz,
1993). If they are presented with a series of cats, they will preferentially orient towards a
subsequently presented dog, which shows that they can form a stable representation of
the distribution of perceptual features of the cat stimuli (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004;
Wilcox, 1999) and detect deviations from the category.
It is not clear what neural pathways infants use for this early categorical processing. It has
been suggested they are using the retinocollicular pathway for the face preference they
demonstrate early in development (Johnson, 2005; Johnson, Senju, & Tomalski, 2015).
This pathway has been described to be involved in ‘quick and dirty’ visual processing,
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facilitating fast face detection, especially with low frequency stimuli (Johnson et al.,
2015). Researchers have hypothesized that subcortical structures were responsible for
infant face processing capabilities because cortex took longer to myelinate and develop
(Deoni et al., 2011; Johnson, 2005). However, to my knowledge, only one study has
reported an effect ascribed to the retinocollicular pathway in infants (Simion, Valenza,
Umilta, & Barba, 1998). The study used ‘Johnson faces’, a circle for the face with a black
square for each eye and one for the mouth, as the target stimulus, and an upside-down
version of the eye and mouth configuration as the distractor. In order to target the
retinocollicular pathway, the nasal-temporal asymmetry of the pathway was exploited,
where the nasal hemiretina has more connections to the retinocollicular pathway.
Following this logic, when the researchers found preferential orienting, only when the
stimuli were presented to the nasal hemiretina, they concluded that subcortical structures
were responsible for infant face processing capabilities. They went as far as to propose
that this pathway remains active in the adult brain (Johnson, 2005). However, this is not
without controversy, as there has been debate about which structures are responsible for
infant and child face processing capabilities, with others suggesting that cortical
structures were responsible. The first study to demonstrate and localize cortical
involvement in infant face processing was conducted with positron emission tomography
(PET) using participants that were already undergoing clinical imaging (TzourioMazoyer et al., 2002). As such, the researchers had limited time to conduct an
experimental protocol and were only able to present faces and a blinking light as the
control stimulus. Thus, from their study, it was not known whether the cortical region
that was responsive to the faces over the blinking light was specifica lly responsive to
faces or to all complex stimuli (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Therefore, other
researchers began to argue that current technology and methods were limiting what could
be discovered (McKone, Crookes, Jeffery, & Dilks, 2012).
Given the claim that the retinocollicular pathway remains active in adults, determining its
contribution in adults could give us more insight into the development of infant face
processing, and would allow us to refine the methods to measure it, and assess their
sensitivity. Therefore, in Chapter 2, I sought to develop to a protocol to investigate
whether adults are using this pathway to process faces. In adults, this pathway has been
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proposed as a ‘quick and dirty’ (i.e. fast and approximate) route for the detection of faces.
In order to probe whether this was true, I exploited the nasal-temporal asymmetry of the
retinocollicular pathway, where the nasal hemiretina has more connections to the
retinocollicular pathway. I presented stimuli to both the nasal and temporal hemiretina, to
see if the nasal hemiretina, with its increased connectivity, was more accurate at rapid
early detection. If subcortical structures were more accurate for the nasal hemiretina,
contrasted with the temporal hemiretina, I could infer that the retinocollicular pathway
was making a significant contribution to the face detection task at fast reaction times.
However, to preview the results, across four experiments I found that while there was
indeed a fast face detection advantage, there was no measurable contribution from the
retinocollicular pathway. A further control experiment failed to find an effect of the
retinocollicular pathway when manipulating spatial frequency.
After demonstrating the lack of evidence for subcortical involvement in adult rapid face
detection, in Chapter 3, I moved my attention to the cortical networks in infants.
Specifically, I focused on the VTC hubs that contribute to face, place, and tool processing
in adults. Recent evidence had shown that there was responsiveness to faces, places, and
objects in the infant VTC as early as 4-6 months (Deen et al., 2017). However, that work
did not characterize the maturity of the distinct signature of connectivity of the networks
associated with the category selective regions, which is needed for the encoding of the
cross-modal, motoric and affective associations characteristic of rich semantic categories
(Binder et al., 2009; Huth et al., 2016; Patterson et al., 2007). Using computational
techniques from machine learning, it was found that face and place regions had adult-like
connectivity throughout infancy, but the tool-network underwent significant maturation
until 9 months.
In Chapter 4, after finding maturity in the infant face, place, and eventually tool network,
I turned my attention to what factors may shape the organization of the VTC in infancy,
or whether VTC organization shapes knowledge acquisition. Specifically, I asked
whether the order of categories that infants acquire matches the organization of the VTC.
As discussed above, the VTC has a distinct organization surrounding the mid-fusiform
sulcus. In order to examine this, I used infant ‘age of acquisition’ (AoA) measurements,
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which allowed me to determine when infants were able to produce words associated with
each category. I used the Wordbank database, which contains measurements from the
Mac-Aurthur Bates Developmental Inventory, a questionnaire parents use to report their
child’s vocabulary development (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2017). I
chose to probe the animacy distinction in the VTC, as animacy is one first semantic
distinctions that infants acquire and one of the last to deteriorate in semantic dementia;
finally, it is one of the fundamental organizing principles of the VTC (Grill-Spector &
Weiner, 2014; Hodges, Graham, & Patterson, 1995). Animacy may also be very salient to
infants, as infants will pay attention to things that are moving in their environme nt
(McKenzie & Day, 1976; Volkmann & Dobson, 1976). Based on the general organizing
principle in the VTC, I hypothesized that there would be a differential rate of learning
between animate and inanimate categories. I hypothesized that infants would acquire
animate words earlier than inanimate words, reflecting the importance of animate stimuli
in the environment. In line with the hypothesis, infants produced reliably more animate
words than inanimate words until 29 months. Taken together this PhD emphasizes the
role that cortex plays in category-level processing, while developing new methods, used
for the first time in infants, to assess the maturity of connectivity in the infant brain.
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Chapter 2

2

Rapid and coarse face detection: with a lack of nasaltemporal asymmetry

Humans have structures dedicated to the processing of faces, which include cortical
components (e.g. areas in occipital and temporal lobes) and subcortical components (e.g.
superior colliculus and amygdala). Although faces are processed more quickly than
stimuli from other categories, there is a lack of consensus regarding whether subcortical
structures are responsible for rapid face processing. In order to probe this, we exploited
the asymmetry in the strength of projections to subcortical structures between the nasal
and temporal hemiretina. Participants detected faces from unrecognizable control stimuli
and performed the same task for houses. In Experiments 1 and 3, at the fastest reaction
times, participants detected faces more accurately than houses. However, there was no
benefit of presenting to the subcortical pathway. In Experiment 2, we probed the
coarseness of the rapid pathway, making the foil stimuli more similar to faces and houses.
This eliminated the rapid detection advantage, suggesting that rapid face processing is
limited to coarse representations. In Experiment 4, we sought to determine whether the
natural difference between spatial frequencies of faces and houses were driving the
effects seen in Experiments 1 and 3. We spatially filtered the faces and houses so that
they were matched. Better rapid detection was again found for faces relative to houses,
but we found no benefit of preferentially presenting to the subcortical pathway. Taken
together, the results of our experiments suggest a coarse rapid detection mechanism,
which was not dependent on spatial frequency, with no advantage for presenting
preferentially to subcortical structures.

2.1

Introduction

Animals as diverse as fish, birds and sheep can recognize the faces of their conspecifics
(Leopold & Rhodes, 2010). In humans there has evolved a network of structures
responsible for face processing that facilitates face detection, orientating, and
identification (Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000; Mende-Siedlecki & Verosky, 2013;
Tong, Nakayama, Moscovitch, Weinrib, & Kanwisher, 2000). This comprises subcortical
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components, including the superior colliculus and amygdala (Mende-Siedlecki &
Verosky, 2013; Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 2003), and cortical components
in the occipital and temporal lobes (Kanwisher, Mcdermott, & Chun, 1997; Kanwisher &
Yovel, 2006; Pitcher, Dilks, Saxe, Triantafyllou, & Kanwisher, 2011). These specialized
processing mechanisms allow faces to be detected more quickly than objects (Crouzet,
Kirchner, & Thorpe, 2010) and result in faces being the first category detected in visual
search tasks (Fletcher-Watson, Findlay, Leekam, & Benson, 2008). Detecting faces
quickly is thought to be evolutionarily advantageous for both survival and social
interaction, from the savannahs of Africa to the office party.
The subcortical route via the retinocollicular pathway to the amygdala is often thought to
facilitate ‘quick and dirty’ face detection (Johnson, 2005). It comprises projections from
the retina to the superior colliculus, which in turn project to the pulvinar nucleus on the
way to the amygdala (Benevento & Standage, 1983; Jones & Burton, 1976; Rafal et al.,
2015; Tamietto, Pullens, De Gelder, Weiskrantz, & Goebel, 2012) Evidence that the
retinocollicular pathway can process faces comes from blindsight patients, who after
extensive damage to visual cortex are still able to detect the emotional content of faces,
although they cannot recognize their identity (Tietto & de Gelder, 2010). Similar
behavior is found in healthy controls following transcranial magnetic stimulation to the
visual cortex; when TMS prevents participants from seeing stimuli, they are still able to
recognize the emotional content of the face (Jolij & Lamme, 2005). Furthermore,
structures in the retinocollicular pathway are activated by the viewing of neutral and
emotional faces, as shown with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (MendeSiedlecki & Verosky, 2013). Functional magnetic resonance imaging has also found that
this pathway has a preference for crude, low-spatial frequency information, with greater
activation to faces filtered to emphasize low spatial frequencies than high spatial
frequencies (Vuilleumier et al., 2003).
Intracranial recordings in epilepsy patients have found that the retinocollicular pathway is
fast, with neural firing in the amygdala as quickly as 100-250 ms after the presentation of
an emotional face (Sato et al., 2013). Recent intracranial recording from Méndez-Bértolo
et al. (2016) has found even faster processing for fearful faces, with firing in the
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amygdala recorded 74 ms after stimulus onset. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) data
suggests even faster processing with responses to emotional faces detected in just 40 ms
(Luo et al., 2010). Supporting this hypothesis, Garvert, Friston, Dolan, & Garrido (2014)
used dynamic causal modeling of MEG data to conclude that a model with a subcortical
component, containing the pulvinar nucleus and the amygdala, more accurately modeled
rapid face processing than a model with a singular cortical process.
It has been proposed that these putative fast face detection mechanism are not limited to
subcortical structures, as there is also evidence of rapid mechanisms within cortical areas,
such as the inferior occipital gyrus (Pitcher, Walsh, Yovel, & Aviv, 2007; Sadeh,
Podlipsky, Zhdanov, & Yovel, 2010). Specifically, an initial feed-forward wave of firing
through cortex could allow for rapid, coarse processing (Cauchoix & Crouzet, 2013;
Serre, Oliva, & Poggio, 2007; Vanrullen & Koch, 2001). Electroencephalography (EEG)
data from visual cortex can identify responses just 56 ms after stimulus onset (Foxe &
Simpson, 2002), and intracranial recordings in epilepsy patients found that the category
of image participants were viewing could be decoded from the first 100 ms of response in
visual cortex (Liu, Agam, Madsen, & Kreiman, 2009). MEG data suggests
occipitotemporal responses to faces in just 100 ms (Liu, Harris, & Kanwisher, 2002).
Barragan-Jason, Cauchoix, & Barbeau (2015) have proposed that even the identification
of familiar faces has an initial rapid phase, occurring at 140 ms, that depends on coarse
visual information, and behavioural responses to familiar faces can be detected in just
180 ms (Visconti di Oleggio Castello & Gobbini, 2015). To formalize how cortex could
rapidly detect complex visual objects such as faces in real-world scenes, Thorpe and
colleagues (Delorme & Thorpe, 2001; VanRullen, Guyonneau, & Thorpe, 2005)
proposed a spike-based model of rapid processing. These models have been supported by
recordings from V1 in the macaque and cat (Celebrini, Thorpe, Trotter, & Imbert, 1993;
Konig, Engel, Roelfsema, & Singer, 1995; VanRullen et al., 2005).
In summary, although not without its critics, many authors have argued for both
subcortical and cortical mechanisms for rapid visual processing of faces. Which one,
therefore, dominates rapid face detection in healthy participants? One way to address
whether rapid face perception is driven by subcortical structures is to target the
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retinocollicular pathway to the amygdala. Presenting stimuli exclusively to the nasal
hemiretina preferentially targets the retinocollicular pathway, as the nasal hemiretina
contains more fibers projecting to the superior colliculus. Initia l evidence for this
asymmetry came from tree shrews, cats and macaques (Conley, Lachica, & Casagrande,
1985; Harrison, 2015; Perry & Cowey, 1985; Pollack & Hickey, 1979; Sterling, 1973).
fMRI evidence in humans has demonstrated that the superior colliculus displays a
temporal nasal asymmetry that is not found for the LGN or V1 (Sylvester, Josephs,
Driver, & Rees, 2007). Additionally, behavioral studies have demonstrated that a nasaltemporal asymmetry is reflective of input to the superior colliculus. For example, making
stimuli only visible to the S cones, which do not provide input to the superior colliculus,
eliminates the benefit of presenting to the nasal hemiretina (Bertini, Leo, & Làdavas,
2008).
Our goals in this study were to establish a paradigm for behaviorally quantifying rapid
face detection, and to determine whether presenting preferentially to the retinocollicular
pathway resulted in improved rapid face detection. Participants were asked to detect faces
from amongst unrecognizable control stimuli that were matched to have the same lowlevel visual features, as quantified with a model of the early visual system (Stojanoski &
Cusack, 2014). To determine whether any rapid detection mechanism was specific to
faces, we also tested a control condition, requiring detection of another class of visual
object, houses.

2.2

Experiment 1

2.2.1

Methods

To probe rapid face processing, in two blocks, participants performed a face detection
task in which they pressed a button as quickly as possible for intact faces, but not for
scrambled foil stimuli. In two additional blocks, they were asked to detect houses in a
similar manner. In each block, stimuli were presented monocularly, by asking
participants to wear an eye patch. This allowed us to target stimuli exclusively to either
the nasal or temporal hemiretina. In the right eye, presenting stimuli to the right of
fixation targets the nasal hemiretina, while presenting to the left of fixation targets the
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temporal hemiretina. The opposite is true in the left eye. Within each block, stimuli were
randomized across the nasal and the temporal hemiretinas.

2.2.1.1

Participants

Twenty-four individuals (12 males, 12 females, age range 18-21) were given course
credit for participation in Experiment 1. The non-medical ethics board at the University
of Western Ontario reviewed and approved the experimental protocol. All participants
gave informed consent, reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and that they were
right handed.

2.2.1.2

Stimuli

Twenty-four face photographs from an online database
(http://wiki.cnbc.cmu.edu/Face_Place) and 24 house stimuli, created by Martin, McLean,
O’Neil, & Köhler (2013), were used in the study. As the house stimuli had a blurred
edge, a custom Matlab script added a blurred edge to the face stimuli, to appear similar
by eye. As the house stimuli were greyscale, face stimuli were also altered to be
greyscale.
All stimuli were centered in a rectangular area of 4.9 degrees by 4.9 degrees of visual
angle. The fixation cross was .5 degrees by .5 degrees. A white background was used
throughout the experiment. In all experiments, participants viewed the stimuli in a room
with the lights on. To generate the control stimuli, faces and houses were
diffeomorphically warped using the procedure described by Stojanoski & Cusack (2014).
Foils were unrecognizable as determined by the behavioural ratings in Stojanoski &
Cusack (2014) (image 38 on the diffeomorphic continuum). A depiction of the stimuli
used in Experiment 1 can be found in Figure1 A.
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Figure 1. Exemplar stimuli from the four rapid face experiments.
A) Stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 3. Foil stimuli are unrecognizable versions of faces and
houses B) In Experiment 2, the foil stimuli were more similar to the faces and houses. C) In
Experiment 4, the stimuli that were adjusted for differences in spatial frequency between
categories.

2.2.1.3

Procedure

Stimuli were presented on a laptop screen using MATLAB and Psychtoolbox.
Participants wore an eye patch to ensure monocular presentation, placed their heads on a
chin rest, and were instructed to maintain fixation. The centre of the screen was directly
ahead of the nose. In each experimental block, a black fixation cross was offset by 3.2 cm
to the left or right from center in order to put it directly in front of the unpatched eye.
This distance was chosen using the mean interpupillary distance scores from the 1988
Anthropometric Army Survey.
In Experiment 1, participants completed two blocks with their left eye unpatched, one
that contained only face targets, the other containing house targets, and two similar
blocks with their right eye unpatched. Block order was counterbalanced across
participants.
In each block, participants were presented with 96 trials comprising two repetitions of 24
target stimuli and their 24 warped counterparts. One repetition was presented to the nasal
hemiretina, while the other was presented to the temporal hemiretina. To present to the
nasal and temporal visual hemiretina, the stimuli were offset horizontally so that the outer
edge of their rectangular bounds was 8 degrees from the center of fixation. Stimuli were
presented for duration of 122 ms, with an inter-trial interval of 2505 ms. Participants
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were instructed to perform a simple detection task, pressing a key a quickly as possible
when they saw an intact face (in the face blocks) or an intact house (in the house blocks).
For a schematic of the experimental configuration, please see Figure 2.

Figure 2. A schematic illustrating the experimental configuration.
Participants wore an eye patch to ensure monocular presentation and to allow the stimuli to be
presented exclusively to the nasal or temporal hemiretina. The retinocollicular pathway is
depicted with projections from the nasal hemiretina to the superior colliculus, through the
pulvinar nucleus, terminating in the amygdala. Weaker projections from the temporal hemiretina
to the superior colliculus are not shown.

2.2.1.4

Analysis

In order to quantify rapid processing, we used an analysis strategy similar to Kirchner &
Thorpe's (2006) and calculated accuracy for the fastest 10% of responses. All reaction
times are relative to stimulus onset. A fast detection mechanism would be expected to
improve accuracy on these rapid trials by providing more accurate information to
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decision and action areas sooner after stimulus onset. The reaction time (RT) threshold
for the fastest 10% of trials was calculated for each participant individually, in order to
account for individual differences in overall reaction time. We also expected that faces
would be detected more quickly overall. If this is the case, to ensure that the overall
difference in reaction time between the faces and houses did not drive the results, we
adopted a conservative analysis strategy and determined the face and house reaction
thresholds separately. Thus, the fastest 10% of face trials were expected to be even faster
than the fastest 10% of house trials.
To determine the contribution of the retinocollicular pathway, we examined whether
presenting the stimuli to the nasal or the temporal hemiretina modulated performance. As
the nasal hemiretina has more connections to the superior colliculus and thus the
retinocollicular pathway, we would expect to see faces more accurately detected than
houses, when the stimuli are presented to the nasal hemiretina.

2.2.2

Results

Two participants were excluded for failing to follow the task instructions. Across the
remaining participants, mean reaction times for both the fastest 10% and slowest 50% of
trials are shown in Fig. 3A. These reaction times include correct responses and false
alarms, as both contributed to subsequent accuracy metrics.
To probe rapid mechanisms, analyses were confined to trials with a rapid response, in the
fastest 10% of RTs for each category. Participants were able to more accurately detect
faces than houses (F(1,21)=10.41 p<0.01) (Fig. 4 A). This shows that our paradigm is
sensitive to rapid, accurate face detection. We then turned to the effect of the retinal
hemifield manipulation. There was no overall benefit of presenting stimuli to a particular
hemiretina (F(1,21)= 3.87, p=0.062), suggesting no general role for the retinocollicular
pathway in fast visual detection. Furthermore, contrary to what would be expected if the
retinocollicular pathway was category selective, and supported rapid face detection, there
was no significant stimulus by retinal hemifield interaction (F(1,21)=0.1, p=.755) (Fig.
5A). In fact, there was a trend for better performance for faces in the temporal hemiretina.
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Figure 3. Mean reaction times for the fastest 10% and slowest 50% of trials.
A) In Experiment 1, foil stimuli were unrecognizable versions of faces and houses B) In
Experiment 2, faces and houses were more similar to foil stimuli C) In Experiment 3, stimuli
were the same as in Experiment 1 D) In Experiment 4, spatial frequency of the faces and houses
were matched. Error bars represent plus-or-minus one standard error.
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Figure 4. Proportion of trials correct, for the fastest 10% and slowest 50% of reaction times.
A) In Experiment 1, faces were detected significantly more accurately than houses at the fastest
reaction times. B) In Experiment 2, faces and houses were detected with similar accuracy. C)
Experiment 3 replicated the results of Experiment 1. D) In Experiment 4, faces were detected
significantly more accurately than houses in the fastest 10% of reaction times. In all experiments,
error bars represent +/- the standard error
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Figure 5. The difference in accuracy between the temporal and nasal hemiretina.

Plotted for the fastest 10% and slowest 50% of RT’s for Experiments 1-4 (A-D, respectively).
There were no significant differences between the nasal and temporal hemiretina for the faces and
houses in any of the experiments. Error bars represent plus-or-minus one standard error.

2.2.3

Interim Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that there is a rapid route for detecting faces that
does not extend to other classes of stimuli (i.e. houses). As there was no benefit for
presenting stimuli to the nasal hemiretina, the results of the experiment did not provide
any evidence of a role for the retinocollicular pathway in rapid visual detection or rapid
face processing. The lack of contribution from the retinocollicular pathway, taken with
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the trend for better processing in the temporal hemiretina, suggests that a cortical route
could be responsible for the rapid face detection seen in the experiment.
Our next goal was to probe the specificity of the rapid pathway. A key feature of the
rapid route discussed in the literature is that it is not just quick, but that it is dirty (i.e. a
coarse representation). In an evolutionary context, it might be advantageous for neural
structures to obtain extremely quick, coarse representations of the faces in the
environment. This route is not thought to be capable of fine discrimination. Thus, the
next experiment was designed to probe the precision of the rapid detection mechanism
identified in Experiment 1.

2.3

Experiment 2

2.3.1

Methods

In order to examine the precision of the rapid cortical detection route, participants
performed the same task as in Experiment 1, but with less warped foil stimuli. These foil
stimuli still had some recognizable features of faces and houses. If detection relied on a
rapid route, exclusively for faces, it would support the idea that the rapid detection
mechanism was capable of precise representations. Otherwise, the rapid detection
mechanism might be limited to rapid, coarse judgments.

2.3.1.1

Participants

The same participants who participated in Experiment 1 participated in Experiment 2,
and the order in which participants completed the two experiments was counterbalanced.
Again, two participants were excluded for failing to follow the task instructions.

2.3.1.2

Stimuli and Procedure

The stimuli and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1, except that the foil images
had less warping applied (image 5 in the diffeomorphic continuum). Examples of the
stimuli can be found in Fig. 1B.
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2.3.2

Results

As in Experiment 1, overall mean reaction times for the fastest 10% and slowest 50% of
trials are shown in Fig. 3B. The mean reaction times include both correct responses and
false alarms. We used the same analysis procedure as in Experiment 1, with accuracy in
the fastest 10% of trials used to assess rapid face detection. When participants were
required to make precise judgments, faces were no longer detected reliably more
accurately than houses (F(1,21)=0.08, p=.784) (Fig. 4B). Again, to examine the role of
the retinocollicular pathway we compared presentations to the nasal or the temporal
hemiretina. At the fastest RTs, there was no significant difference in accuracy between
hemiretinas (F(1,21)=0.29, p=.598). Furthermore, again there was no evidence that faces
were detected significantly more accurately than houses in the nasal hemiretina when
compared to the temporal hemiretina (F(1,21)= 3.97, p=0.059) (Fig. 5B).
In Experiment 1, we found evidence of a fast face processing mechanism when faces
were clearly distinct from foils. In Experiment 2, with a smaller difference between faces
and foils, we did not find the same effect. However, it is important to establish whether
the effect of the foil manipulation was significant, by directly testing whether the results
of the two experiments are significantly different. This comparison showed that
performance was significantly more accurate in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2
(F(1,21)=6.81, p<0.05). Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between the
experiments and stimulus type (F(1,21)=8.03, p<0.05). This is driven by a greater
difference between rapid detection of faces and houses in Experiment 1 than in
Experiment 2.

2.3.3

Interim Discussion

When foil stimuli were created with less warping, requiring participants to make fine
discriminations, faces were no longer detected more accurately than houses at the fastest
reaction times. Again, there was not a significant advantage, or a trend for better
performance, when stimuli were preferentially presented to the retinocollicular pathway.
The results of this experiment support the idea that rapid detection of faces is limited to
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coarse visual characteristics. When taking Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 together, the
results support the idea that there is no advantage of presenting to subcortical structures.
One weakness of the current analysis that that the comparisons of the nasal and temporal
hemiretina contain half as much data as the collapsed analyses, and perhaps the
consequently reduced power that results is responsible for the lack of significance. Thus,
we conducted a further experiment, to double the number of subjects for this comparison.
Given recent concerns about the reproducibility of results in psychology (Open Science
Foundation, 2015) this also affords us the opportunity to test for replication of the other
findings from Experiment 1.

2.4

Experiment 3

2.4.1

Methods

Experiment 3 was conducted to ensure that the results from Experiment 1 were
generalizable, replicating it in a different group of participants. We sought to combine the
participants from Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 into a larger analysis, where we would
have increased power to detect differences in performance between the nasal and
temporal hemiretina.

2.4.1.1

Participants

Twenty-five self-reported right handed individuals (12 males, 13 females, age range 1842) participated in Experiments 3 and 4. Twenty-four participants reported normal or
corrected to normal vision. One participant did not have corrected to normal vision, their
prescription was +0.75 for the right eye and +0.5 for the left eye. Two participants were
excluded from the experiment, one because a fire alarm occurred during their
experimental session and the other because of technical difficulties that prevented button
presses from being recorded.
The participants received $10 for their participation in the experiment. All participants
gave written informed consent. The non-medical ethics board at the University of
Western Ontario reviewed and approved the experimental protocol.
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2.4.1.2

Stimuli and Procedure

Stimuli were identical to those that were used in Experiment 1. One important change
was made to the procedure. In order to gain information about the participants’ reaction
times in both warped and intact trials, participants were instructed to press two buttons,
one for the warped images and another for the intact images. Exemplar images of the
stimuli can be found in Fig. 1A.

2.4.2

Results

Reaction times for the fastest 10% and slowest 50% of trials are shown in Fig. 3C. As in
Experiments 1 and 2, accuracy in the fastest 10% of trials was examined. In this
experiment, we included the data from both the target and foil trials in our analysis.
Replicating the findings from Experiment 1, faces were detected significantly more
accurately than houses at faster RTs (F(1,22)= 6.24, p<0.05) (Fig. 4C). Again, when
collapsed across faces and houses, no difference in accuracy at fast RTs was found across
the nasal and temporal hemiretina (F(1,22)=1.88 p=.184). Furthermore, the interaction
between the visual field and stimulus class showed that faces were not significantly more
accurate than houses in the nasal hemiretina than the temporal hemiretina (F(1,22)=.19,
p=.667) (Fig. 5C).
In order to test if a difference in response bias was responsible for the difference in
accuracy at the fastest reaction times, we also calculated the false alarm and hit rate for
the faces and houses. We were able to do this in Experiment 3 because it was a twobutton response task, which allowed us to bin all responses by RT. The mean false alarm
rate was lower for faces (M=.21, SE=0.016) than for houses (M=.25, SE=0.016) at the
fastest 10% of RT’s. The mean hit rate was higher for faces (M=.91, SE=0.017) than for
houses (M=.82, SE=0.017) at the fastest 10% of RT’s. A higher hit rate and a lower false
alarm rate shows the results were not driven by a response bias and participants were
actually better at identifying faces than houses. The higher hit rate and low false alarm
rate for faces suggests that participants were not merely responding less carefully to the
rapid face trials and that the results were not a result of a speed accuracy trade off.
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Although a response bias does not appear to be causing the results in the experiment, it is
possible that the effect of hemifield is not being seen because of insufficient power.
Therefore, we conducted a further analyses in which we included participants from both
Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 yielding N=45. When comparing the results from
Experiment 1 to Experiment 3, we tested whether the results from the two experiments
were significantly different; they were not F(1,43)=1.23, p=.274. In both the nasal and
the temporal hemiretina, a significant difference in accuracy at fast reaction times was
found for face compared with house detection (t(1,44)=2.03, p<0.05, t(1,44)=3.91,
p<0.001, respectively). This supports the idea that increases in face detection accuracy
are not driven exclusively by an increase in performance in the nasal hemiretina, as
would be expected if the retinocollicular pathway were responsible.
Further combined analyses from Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 replicated the key
results. At the fastest reaction times, faces were detected more accurately than houses
(F(1,44)=16.44, p<0.001), consistent with the results of previous experiments. In
addition, at the fastest RTs, overall performance in the nasal hemiretina was significantly
worse than performance in the temporal hemiretina (F(1,44)=5.74, p<0.05. With the
larger sample, there was still no significant interaction between stimulus and field
(F(1,44)=0.03, p=.862) as would be expected if a nasal benefit was driving improved
face detection.
One criticism of the approach we have taken is that frequentist statistics only allow for
the inability or ability to reject the null hypothesis, whereas Bayesian statistics allow us
to estimate the probability of null and other models. In order to address this, in our pooled
analysis (45 participants over experiments 1 and 3), we conducted a Bayesian Repeated
Measures ANOVA with default prior settings in JASP. There was moderate evidence
against a field and stimulus interaction (BF 10 =4.6). A difference would be expected
between the nasal faces and houses if the retinocollicular pathway was driving the effects.
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2.4.3

Interim Discussion

Experiment 3 replicated the results of Experiment 1, generalizing the findings to a
different group of participants and a slightly different response procedure. In addition,
calculating the false alarm and hit rates allowed us to determine that a response bias was
not the cause of our results. A higher hit rate and a lower false alarm rate for faces
suggests that increased accuracy is not a result of a speed accuracy trade off. This is
further emphasised because faces have a faster mean reaction time than houses.
Combining the results from Experiments 1 and 3 into a single analysis revealed that
presentation to the nasal hemiretina led to significantly worse rapid detection of faces and
houses. This result is contrary to what would be expected if the nasal hemiretina, and thus
the retinocollicular pathway, were driving the results. In addition, when looking at
frequentist statistics, both the nasal and the temporal hemiretina show evidence of
significantly more accurate face detection at fast reaction times, demonstrating that there
is not one hemiretina driving the fast face detection advantage.
Taken together, these results provide support for the idea that a cortical, rather than a
subcortical, process is responsible for rapid face detection. However, we want to be clear
that the conclusion is based on our inability to reject the null hypothesis over multiple
experiments.
Why might presenting to the nasal hemiretina result in reduced detection of visual
stimuli? It is possible that reduced performance could be caused by distracting
information (i.e. emotional content) being communicated from subcortical structures to
cortical structures. At fast RTs, the brain might be only capable of attending only to a
subset of information, and emotional content might take precedence over visual
categorization, decreasing the accuracy of the nasal hemiretina in Experiments 1 and 3.
In a final experiment we control for a potential low-level visual explanation for the
category specificity of the rapid detection mechanism. In our stimulus sets (and more
generally, Awasthi, Sowman, Friedman, & Williams, 2013), faces contained lower spatial
frequencies than houses. Natural images generally have greater power at lower
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frequencies (Burton & Moorhead, 1987) so perhaps we have more rapid mechanisms for
low spatial frequencies, that process faces more rapidly. Thus, perhaps spatial frequency,
rather than category per se is responsible for the category specific rapid detection we
observed in Experiments 1 and 3.

2.5

Experiment 4

2.5.1

Methods

In Experiment 4 we repeated Experiment 3, but the face and house stimulus sets filtered
so that they had balanced power spectra.

2.5.1.1

Participants

Experiment 4 tested the same participants as Experiment 3, and the order in which they
participated was counterbalanced. Again two participants were excluded - one because of
a fire drill and the other because of technical difficulties that prevented button presses
from being recorded.

2.5.1.2

Stimuli and Procedure

The same stimuli that were used in Experiment 1 and 3 were used in Experiment 4, but
with the spatial frequency of the images balanced. Each image was transformed into 2D
frequency space using a Fourier transform. Each pixel was then multiplied by a scalar
filtering function that depended only on distance from the origin of frequency space.
Finally, an inverse Fourier transform was used to return to image space. Houses were
filtered to remove high spatial frequency information, and faces were filtered to remove
low spatial frequency information. A further processing stage was applied, to remove a
visually salient artefact, which was the bleeding of images into the background
surrounding them. All voxels outside of each object in the original image (i.e., that were
exactly background color) were reset to the background color after filtering. This led to a
slight residual mismatch in the resulting frequency spectra, which can be seen in the
original and final frequency spectra, shown in Fig. 6. Exemplar images can be found in
Fig, 1C. All other aspects of the experiment were the same as in Experiment 3.
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Figure 6. Power of the faces and houses at each spatial frequency (cycles/image).

2.5.2

Results

Reaction times for the fastest 10% of trials and the slowest 50% of trials can be found in
Fig. 3D. As we obtained data from both target and foil trials, both were included in our
analysis. In the fastest 10% of trials, faces were again detected more accurately than
houses, despite the matching of spatial frequencies (F(1,22)=4.83, p<0.05) (Fig. 4D).
Again, the contribution of the retinocollicular pathway was assessed. No significant
differences in accuracy were seen for the nasal compared with the temporal hemiretina
(F(1,22)=0.02, p=.890). The interaction between hemiretina presentation and stimulus
was also not significant; houses were not detected significantly more accurately than
faces at fast reaction times when contrasting the temporal with the nasal hemiretina
(F(1,22)=.67, p=.421) (Fig. 5D).
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To investigate whether spatial frequency manipulation substantially modulated
performance, the fastest 10% of trials from Experiment 3 were compared to the fastest
10% of trials from Experiment 4 using a 2x2 ANOVA with experiment and stimulus as
the within-subject factors. Overall, there were no significant difference in performance
between the two experiments (F(1,22)=2.80, p=.108). Furthermore, there was no
significant interaction between stimulus and experiment, showing the difference in
accuracy for faces compared with houses was not significantly different in Experiments 3
and 4 (F(1,22)=0.60, p=.448). In line with the results of each experiment, there was a
main effect for stimuli, with faces detected significantly more accurately than houses at
the fastest reaction times (F(1,22)=10.17, p<0.01).
To further investigate if response bias caused the differences in accuracy at the fastest
reaction times, we calculated the false alarm and hit rate for the faces and houses. The
mean false alarm rate was lower for faces (M=.13, SE=0.018) than for houses (M=0.15,
SE=0.018) at the fastest 10% of RT’s. The mean hit rate was higher for faces (M=.91,
SE=0.017) than for houses (M=.83, SE=0.017) at the fastest 10% of RT’s. A higher hit
rate and a lower false alarm rate again confirms that response bias cannot account for the
differences in accuracy, and that participants were better at identifying faces than houses.

2.5.3

Interim Discussion

This experiment explored the idea that spatial frequency might have caused the categoryspecific effects in Experiments 1 and 3. Altering the spatial frequency of the images did
not have any significant effect on the results. In trials with fast RTs, faces were still
detected more accurately than houses. Furthermore, the spatial filtering in Experiment 4
did not change the results from those seen in Experiment 3. These results support a facespecific rapid detection mechanism, rather than a low-spatial frequency mechanism.

2.6

General Discussion

Four experiments were conducted to determine whether a rapid route for face detection
could be identified in a behavioural experiment. In addition we sought to determine
whether a subcortical process, facilitated by the retinocollicular pathway, could be
responsible for the rapid detection of faces. If the retinocollicular pathway to the
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amygdala were responsible for rapid face detection, we would expect to see a benefit for
faces, but not houses, when presenting to the nasal hemiretina. In Experiments 1, 3 and 4,
participants rapidly detected faces but not houses from very distinct warped foil stimuli.
However, there was no benefit of presenting the stimuli to the nasal hemiretina, providing
no support for a retinocollicular route in rapid face detection in our task. Even when we
combined the participants from Experiments 1 and 3 into a single analysis to increase
power, we did not see a benefit for face detection in the nasal hemiretina, and in fact,
faces or houses presented to the nasal hemiretina were detected less accurately.
We then considered what aspects of the face stimuli could have led to rapid detection.
Faces have greater power at lower spatial frequencies than houses. In Experiment 4, we
filtered the images to enhance relative power at high spatial frequencies for the faces and
reduce it for the houses. Faces were still detected more accurately than houses, showing
that it is category, and not just spatial frequency, that facilitates rapid detection.
Furthermore, we found performance overall was no worse when high frequencies were
emphasized. This suggests low spatial frequencies did not have a strong role, and that
perhaps the rapid detection mechanism is capable of precise visual representation. We
tested this in Experiment 2 and found that when participants were required to make fine
visual discriminations, more accurate fast face detection disappeared. This suggests the
rapid discrimination method is “dirty” as well as being “quick”. Again no contribution
was evident from the retinocollicular pathway.
Taken together, our results show there is a rapid route for the detection of faces, which
relies on coarse visual information, but not low on spatial frequencies in particular. In
none of the experiments did we find evidence of a benefit for face detection in the nasal
hemiretina. This could support the idea that a cortical rather than a subcortical
mechanism is responsible for rapid face detection (Cauchoix, & Crouzet, 2013), and is
congruent with evidence that cortex is capable of rapid processing (Barragan-jason et al.,
2015; Foxe & Simpson, 2002; H. Liu et al., 2009). However, we acknowledge that no
imaging (e.g. fMRI) was performed in this study. Therefore, although our behavioral
experiment may motivate future imaging work, it does not provide the same evidence as
imaging would to determine what brain structures are involved.
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Strengthening the results of the study, the warped foil stimuli used in this experiment
were well matched in terms of luminance, contrast, and spatial frequency to the target
stimuli, and could not be differentiated in a model of the early visual system (HMAX,
Stojanoski & Cusack, 2014), eliminating a series of confounding variables not often
considered. There is one study where the authors found participants were orienting more
quickly to ‘face like’ stimuli when they were presented to the nasal hemiretina (Tomalski,
Johnson, & Csibra, 2009). However, this study used ‘Johnson faces’ where black boxes
are put in place of the eyes, nose and mouth. Control stimuli in this study were an
inverted version of the ‘Johnson face’. Although these control stimuli were matched for
variables like spatial frequency, the target stimuli will have a large ‘top-heavy’ bias in
comparison with the foil stimuli, which could be what was responsible for the increased
performance of the nasal hemiretina. Our naturalistic stimuli will likely have had less of a
top-heavy bias, and this could be a potential reason why we do not see a benefit of
presenting to the nasal hemiretina. It is also possible that cortex is needed to make
category judgements when target and foil stimuli are well matched.
In order to ensure that the visual stimuli were unrecognizable, Stojanoski and Cusack
(2014) quantified how much warping was necessary to remove semantic information
from different categories. Faces, along with bikes, needed the highest levels of warping in
order to render them unrecognizable. Therefore, it is unlikely that face blocks in
Experiments 1 and 3 represented an easier task than house blocks. In addition, different
diffeomorphic fields were used for each foil, which makes them distinct, even within a
category. For example, although the first exemplar in Figure 1 has a dark portion in the
center, not all face stimuli have this. Across the entire face and house categories, these
small characteristics were insufficient to have driven the broader differences between the
faces and the houses.
Other researchers have also failed to see a benefit for face identification when presenting
stimuli to the nasal hemiretina (Gabay, Burlingham, & Behrmann, 2014). In addition to
the nasal/temporal manipulation, these researchers use a Wheatstone stereoscope to
exploit the fact that visual information is segregated monocularly until visual cortex.
Gabay et al. (2014) present stimuli monocularly, either to the same or different eyes and
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have participants make identity judgements. They find a benefit for presenting stimuli to
the same eye, which they hypothesize, could be due to the monocular properties of
subcortical structures, such as the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Although the
retinocollicular pathway does not seem to be contributing to improved face detection, it is
possible that the LGN, on the way to cortex, could be responsible for our results.
If the amygdala is not responsible to the rapid detection of faces, it could still be
processing emotional information (Vuilleumier, Richardson, Armony, Driver, & Dolan,
2004). This could explain why we see decreased overall performance for the nasal
hemiretina. It is possible that when the amygdala feeds information to the cortex creating
competing processing, which makes it more difficult for cortex to rapidly categorize
visual stimuli.
If faces are being detected more accurately at fast reaction times than the houses, what
features of the stimuli are causing this increase in accuracy? Faces have significantly less
inter-exemplar variability than houses. It is possible that the invariance of face stimuli
allows tighter tuning in cortex, leading to more accurate, robust and efficient detection. If
the invariability in our stimuli is causing the effects seen in the experiments, it is possible
that other stimulus categories with limited variability could tap into a rapid mechanism. If
other categories of stimuli could be capable of tapping into the rapid mechanism, are
faces really special or is expertise what is important in order to develop “expert” face
processing capabilities? Several studies have highlighted how important experience is in
the processing of faces. For example, cataracts that substantially decrease visual input
from reaching the right hemisphere in infancy impair “expert” face processing from
completely developing (Le Grand, Mondloch, Maurer, & Brent, 2003). There is also
evidence that perceptual narrowing and other complex aspects of face processing
continue to emerge over the first year of life, substantiating the hypothesis that
experience is important in face processing (Kelley, Quinn, Slater, Lee, Ge, Pascalis,
2008; Sai, 2005). However, other researchers have found that cortex responds to faces
extremely quickly after birth (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), and dispute the experience
hypothesis (McKone, Crookes, Jeffery, & Dilks, 2012). Our results could suggest that
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other categories of stimuli with limited variability and increased experience could tap into
this rapid route.
Another theoretical framework that our results could be considered in is dual process
theory. Proponents of dual process theories have suggested that there are two processes
involved in cognition, the first an unconscious process (often thought of as procedural
learning), and the second a conscious, effortful process (i.e. explicit learning) (Barrett,
Tugade, & Engle, 2004). In the categorization literature, others have proposed a dual
process model specific to categorization (COVIS), which has a procedural learning
component and a cognitively demanding, verbal hypothesis driven component, mediated
by the executive network (Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Maddox &
Ing, 2005). It could be that faces access a rapid procedural mechanism while slower
categorization is dominated by the explicit process. However, other researchers have
criticized COVIS (Newell, Dunn, & Kalish, 2011). From our current data is impossible to
determine whether our results are reflective of a dual process theory or are the result of a
single process that is more robust to faces. Future work should seek to examine this.

2.7

Conclusions

In conclusion, faces were detected with greater accuracy at fast reaction times than
houses, when they are distinct from the foil stimuli. Our data do not offer any support that
these results are due to the contributions of the retinocollicular pathway, suggesting that
an alternative route to cortex is involved in the rapid detection of faces.
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Chapter 3

3

Category-selective visual regions have a distinct signature of
connectivity early in infancy.

By four months, infants can form categories of similar looking objects, but it is unclear
when they begin to make the rich cross-modal, motoric and affective associations that are
characteristic of adult visual categories. These associations are thought to be encoded by
long-range brain connectivity, and is reflected in the distinctive signature of connectivity
of each category-selective region in the ventral visual stream. Category-selective ventral
visual regions are already functioning in young infants, but their long-range connectivity
has not been investigated. Therefore we used MRI diffusion tractography to characterize
the connectivity of face, place and tool regions in 1-9 month infants. Using a linear
discriminant classifier, we found that the face and place regions had adult-like
connectivity throughout infancy, but the tool-network underwent significant maturation
until 9 months. This suggests that young infants might already be forming rich
associations, but that different categories are maturing with different developmental
trajectories.

3.1

Introduction

Forming categories is a core part of human development as it allows us to improve our
inferences about the environment and make better predictions. At 3-4 months old, infants
are able to form visual, perceptual categories (e.g. cats vs. dogs) (Eimas & Quinn, 1994;
Quinn, Eimas, & Rosenkrantz, 1993). If they are presented with a series of cats, they will
preferentially orient towards a subsequently presented dog, which shows that they can
form a stable representation of the distribution of perceptual features of the cat stimuli
(Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004; Wilcox, 1999) and detect deviations from the category. The
visual processing that leads to these perceptual categories is thought to be located in the
ventral occipital and temporal cortex. In adults, distinct regions are selective for
perceptual categories such as faces, places or objects (Epstein, 2008; Epstein &
Kanwisher, 1998; Nancy Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006; N. Kanwisher, Woods, Iacoboni, &
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Mazziotta, 1997; Malach et al., 1995). Functional neuroimaging has found that at 4-6
months infants already have regions that are selective for perceptual categories in the
ventral temporal cortex as well (Deen et al., 2017).
In adults, the pattern of connectivity to other brain areas is distinct for each categoryselective region in the ventral temporal cortex (Osher et al., 2016; Saygin & Kanwisher,
2014). These long-range connections are thought to encode the cross-modal, motoric and
affective associations characteristic of rich semantic categories (Binder, Desai, Graves, &
Conant, 2009; Huth, de Heer, Griffiths, Theunissen, & Gallant, 2016; Patterson, Nestor,
& Rogers, 2007). As concrete examples, seeing a silent video of a dog barking evokes the
representation of its sound in auditory cortex (Meyer, Kaplan, Essex, Webber, Damasio
& Damasio, 2010), and for tools and objects, category representations in the ventral
stream are integrated with action representations in the dorsal stream (Almeida, Fintzi, &
Mahon, 2013; Coccia, Bartolini, Luzzi, Provinciali, & Ralph, 2004; Goodale & Milner,
1992). The importance of long-range connections in semantics was recently demonstrated
by multivariate decoding of white matter pathways in brain-injured patients with
semantic deficits (Fang et al., 2018).
It has not been established when infants begin go beyond visual, perceptual categories to
make rich associations. It is difficult to measure, as conceptual understanding is usually
probed verbally, but infants in the first year have very limited language. Could they
already, however, be forming associations through a process of unsupervised statistical
learning? In this study we use neuroimaging to investigate this question, by examining
the maturity of structural connectivity of category-selective regions in infants. To
measure connectivity, we used diffusion-weighted imaging and tractography. We
extracted the characteristic signatures of connectivity of three category-selective regions
in adults using a machine learning approach, and then tested for generalisation to infants.

3.2

Results

In order to measure structural connectivity, diffusion-weighted images were obtained
from 14 adults and 11 infants. Probabilistic tractography was performed using seed and
target regions taken from the parcellation by the Human Connectome Project (HCP)
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(Glasser et al., 2016). Each voxel in the ventral visual stream, as defined by the HCP (see
Methods), was used as a seed, while the brain areas outside the ventral stream acted as
targets for tractography. To define category-selective regions in the ventral stream,
contrast maps from the HCP fMRI localizers were used to determine the regions within
the parcellation that were most selective for face, places and tools. These regions were
the fusiform complex, the ventromedial visual area 2, and ventromedial visual area 3,
respectively. Regions of interest are displayed in Figure 7a.
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Figure 7. Regions used for classification and group overlays of the voxels selected by the
classifiers as part of the face, place, and tool regions of interest based on their structural
connectivity with other brain regions.
A) Regions from the HCP parcellation that were most selective for faces, tools and places (red,
blue and green, respectively) in the left and right hemispheres (left and right columns). Dotted
outlines represent the ventral stream seed region, as defined by the HCP (see methods) B) Voxels
identified by a linear-discriminant classifier as selective for faces, places, and tools in adult
participants (N=14), based on their distinctive signature of structural connectivity with the rest of
the brain. Classification was performed separately for the left and the right hemisphere, using
leave-one-subject-out cross validation. Group average overlay maps are shown with the same
color mapping as (A). C) The distinctive signatures of structural connectivity were also present in
infants (N=11), as shown by voxels identified as category-selective by a linear-discriminant
classifier trained on adult connectivity and tested in infants.
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The connectivity pattern for the category-selective regions as then probed using three
linear-discriminant classifiers, one for each visual category. Using leave-one-subject-out
cross-validation, a classifier was trained to differentiate voxels from the category
selective regions from the other voxels in the ventral stream, based on their structural
connectivity with the rest of the brain. The classifier’s performance was then tested on
the left out subject. Using signal detection theory, d-primes were calculated for each
participant, to determine how sensitive the classifiers were in locating voxels in the face,
place and tool regions. All three regions could be robustly localized in adults
(t(13)=26.26, p<0.001, t(13)=22.35, p<0.001, t(13)=17.17, p<0.001) (Figure 7b).
Classification performance is quantified in Figure 8a, which shows the d-primes for
classification of the imaging data.
In order to characterize the connectivity of the infant ventral stream, probabilistic
tractography was also performed on the infant diffusion data, using the same seed and
target regions as in adults (see Methods for details of two-stage adult-to-infant
normalization procedure). To determine whether the category-selective regions that were
present in adults were present in infants, linear discriminant classifiers were trained on
the entire adult dataset in the manner described above. These classifiers were then tested
on the infant data. The classifiers localized all three regions in the infants (t(10)=24.47,
p<0.001, t(10)=16.54, p<0.001, t(10)=5.95, p<0.001) (Figure 7c). However, there was a
category-by-group interaction (F(2,46)=6.64, p<0.01). Post-hoc tests showed this was
because the face and place regions were as strongly detected in infants as they were in
adults (t(23)=0.165, N.S., t(23)=0.257, N.S.), but the tool region was detected with greater
accuracy in adults than in infants (t(23)=3.62, p<0.01) (Figure 8b). Finally, in order to
examine the developmental trajectory of the networks, infant age and classification
accuracy (d-primes) were correlated-- only the tool network underwent significant change
over the first 9 months of postnatal life (faces: r(9)=-0.03, N.S.; tools: r(9)=0.75, p<0.01;
places: r(9)=-0.01, N.S.) (Figure 9).
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Figure 8. Voxel classification performance for infants and adults
a) Voxel classification performance for the adults (N=14) quantified using d-prime, collapsed
across hemispheres. b) Voxel classification performance for the infants (N=11) again measured
using d-prime. All regions were robustly localized in infants and adults but there was a significant
difference in detection accuracy between the infant and adult tool region, demonstrating the
immaturity of connectivity for the tool region during infancy. The mean +/- one standard error
across subjects is shown.
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Figure 9. The relationship between the age of participants (14 adults and 11 infants) and
classification accuracy (d-prime) with best-fit lines.
Only tool classification had a significant relationship with age, demonstrating the maturation of
the distinctive connectivity of the tool network over the first year of postnatal life

These results suggest the connectivity of the tool region develops later than that of the
face and place regions, but we also examined an alternative explanation. Could it be that
tractography is more difficult in infants than adults, because of their lower signal-to-noise
or smaller brains, and that identification of voxels in the tool region is more sensitive to
this? Two analyses were conducted to investigate this. First, in adults, the detection of the
tool-selective voxels was no worse than detection of the place- selective voxels and
performance was not at ceiling (Figure 8A), suggesting that detection of the tool region is
not intrinsically more difficult. Second, we compared region size, which may affect
performance more strongly in smaller infant brains; the place and tool regions were the
same size in one hemisphere and were less than 10 voxels different in the other. The hit
rate for the place and tool region was also not significantly different in adults (t(13)=1.04, N.S).
We next examined which target regions of connectivity most strongly influenced each of
the classifiers (see Appendix A). For the place area, this was connectivity to a network
strongly associated with navigation, including the hippocampus, parahippocampal areas,
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and the entorhinal cortex (Epstein, 2008; Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & Moser,
2005). The face region’s strongest-weighted structural connections were to area PH,
which is strongly deactivated in the HCP functional face contrasts (Glasser et al., 2017).
The tool region showed strong weighting of connections to visual regions, and
accordingly, tools often have distinctive basic perceptual features (Tyler & Moss, 2001).
Following this tools showed strong connections to the 4 th visual area, which is associated
with color processing. Tools also showed strong connections to the third visual area,
which is connected to the posterior parietal regions that are associated with visuomotor
transformations. Finally, the tool region’s strong connectivity with the posterior
orbitofrontal complex (OFC) may be driven by top-down tool classification (Bar et al.,
2006).
The HCP tool region was located in the cortex between the place and face regions.
Although tool selectivity has been found before in this location (Chao, Haxby, & Martin,
1999) it is also present in other areas (Grill-Spector & Weiner, 2014). From Figure 1b, it
is apparent that even in the adults, there is some blurring between category boundaries,
particularly between the tool and place regions. As the three classifiers were set up to
each independently discriminate a single category selective region from all other voxels
(including those that were selective for no category), these results cannot be used to
quantify if pairs of categories can be distinguished from each other. To address this, we
repeated the classification, but with a fitted discriminant analysis classifier that allowed
for multiclass classification (Guo, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2007). Using multiclass
classification meant a single classifier aimed to predict whether a voxel was face, place,
tool or non-category selective. This confirmed that the three category-selective regions
could be robustly discriminated from each other with even the smallest pairwise
difference in d-prime, for tools vs. places, reliable in adults (t(13)=7.05, p<0.001) and
infants (t(10)=2.40, p<0.05).

3.3

Discussion

All three category-selective regions could be robustly localized in adults. These results
extend the fMRI results found by Deen et al. (2017) and the structural connectivity
patterns found in adults by Saygin and Kanwisher (2014), demonstrating adult ventral
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stream category-selective regions can be delimited based on their distinctive signature of
structural connectivity with the rest of the brain. Additionally, the broader networks
associated with the category-selective regions were found to be completely or partially
mature in infants, with the tool network experiencing a longer maturational time course,
extended over the first 9 months of postnatal life. The early maturity of the distinctive
networks associated with category-selective regions suggests that infants might be going
beyond perceptual categories before they are able to express themselves verbally. The
associations of the three perceptual categories are reflected in the connections identified
by the classifiers. For example, many of the strongest connections for the place region are
part of the place processing network—the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex and
parahippocampal regions (see S1) (Epstein, 2008). However, we do acknowledge that
mature connectivity profiles do not necessitate that infants have fully formed semantic,
multimodal or conceptual representations. In fact, it’s likely that they do not, and that
networks continue to mature well into the synaptic pruning that occurs during
adolescence.
It is likely that experience is playing a substantial role in the transition from perceptually
based categories to conceptual maturation. For example, by one month, infants have had
considerable experience with faces, spending an estimated quarter of their waking hours
with faces taking up the majority of their visual field (Jayaraman, Fausey, & Smith,
2015). In contrast with this experience-driven maturation hypothesis, other researchers
have proposed an innate face processing module in the brain. The most recent support for
innate face processing comes from (Reid et al., 2017) who demonstrated that fetuses will
preferentially orient to face-like patterns in the third trimester. However, these results
have generated controversy (Scheel, Ritchie, Brown, & Jacques, 2017) and does not align
with a study in infant monkeys, which found that experience with faces is necessary to
develop a typical adult like face processing system (Arcaro, Schade, Vincent, Ponce, &
Livingstone, 2017).
Infants also have substantial experience viewing scenes (and due to their long supine
hours, perhaps particularly ceilings). The scene representations in the ventral visual
stream are biased towards the periphery, and the retinal temporal hemifield, representing
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the periphery, develops before the nasal hemifield (representing more foveal
representations) (Grill-Spector & Weiner, 2014; Lewis & Maurer, 1992). This
combination of experience and mature brain circuitry might drive the mature place
network connectivity, and therefore possible conceptual maturation, seen in the study.
In contrast, young infants are perhaps less likely to see tools than faces and places. Tools
also are a less homogenous category, which will make category-level recognition more
difficult, especially in comparison with faces, which have high similarity between
exemplars. Compared with categories that are passively perceived, tool use also requires
integration between sensory and motor representations, which might require more
extensive experience with the environment. By 9 months, infants are able to differentiate
between textures (Bushnell & Boudreau, 1993), and hold spoons correctly during selffeeding (Bushnell & Boudreau, 1993). Using head mounted eye trackers, researchers
have determined that once infants learn to reach, they’ll often hold an object quite close
to their face, which has been shown to be an ideal training stimulus for neural networks
to recognize objects (Bambach, Crandall, Smith, & Yu, 2018). In line with this evidence
and the prolonged maturation of the tool network observed here, researchers have
proposed a perception-action theory, where interactions between perception and motor
experience gradually accrued over development explain the maturation of tool use (Kahrs
& Lockman, 2014; Lockman, 2000). This theory is supported by behavioral evidence that
experience with tools drives tool use behavior (Barrett, Davis, & Needham, 2007).
The new methods developed in this work were used for the first time in infant
neuroimaging. These methods have the potential as a diagnostic method for infants at
high risk of developing impairments due to neurological abnormalities. In adults and
children, connectivity has been shown to be predictive of many brain disorders, including
mental health disorders, and can be more predictive than the standard measures doctors
will use to prescribe treatment (Fox, 2018; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2016). Early
diagnosis could facilitate early intervention, when the brain is most plastic, which may
have promising potential for infants, their families and society as a whole.
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A limitation of our results is the lack of functional and diffusion data in the same
participants. Future research may be able to more closely identify the network maturation
of category-selective regions with a comprehensive longitudinal study, where functional
localizers are acquired in both awake infant and adult participants. However, one
advantage to using the regions derived from the HCP is their generalizability across a
large group of participants, something that would be challenging to do in a local sample.
The HCP region definitions are also based on multiple types of data (structural,
functional and diffusion data), which would also be challenging to acquire locally in large
numbers in infants and adults. Nevertheless, these efforts would be worthwhile and could
help answer many outstanding questions.

3.4
3.4.1

Methods
Data Acquisition

For both the adult and infant participants, high-quality diffusion-weighted MRI data were
acquired using a 3T Siemens Prisma Magnetron Scanner at the Centre for Functional and
Metabolic Mapping of Western University. Using a 20-channel head coil, the Minnesota
multiband sequence was used (128 directions, 2 mm isotropic, no gap between slices,
b=1500 mm s-2 , multiband acceleration 4, monopolar diffusion encoding gradients, time
of acquisition: 9 min and 18 sec). Using monopolar diffusion encoding gradients creates
larger eddy currents, which distort the magnetic field and cause image distortion. Using
the solution developed by the HCP, two scans were acquired with opposite phaseencoding polarities (left-to-right and one right-to-left). Combining these images during
analysis with FSL’s TOPUP calculates the susceptibility distortion, while EDDY corrects
for eddy current-induced distortions and participant movement.
During the scan, younger infants were swaddled and wrapped in a Medvac pillow bag to
help them remain still. Infants older than 6 months were not swaddled. All infants wore
Mini Muffs adhesive sound protection (Natus, 7dB attenuation) and ear defenders (29 dB
attenuation). Infants were scanned during natural sleep. Adult participants wore standard
ear plugs and ear defenders and were requested to be as still as possible.
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3.4.2

Participants

Diffusion-weighted MRI acquisitions were available from 11 sleeping infants as part of a
larger infant imaging project with 51 participants. Infants were recruited either through
public advertising or through clinical collaborators at the neonatal intensive care unit in
London, Ontario. Diffusion MRI was acquired in 14 infants but three were subsequently
excluded because of apparent brain injury. This left six healthy controls and four low-risk
infants born preterm. One infant was scanned twice, but as the scans were two months
apart, they were treated as separate participants in the analysis, making for a total of 11
infant datasets. Clinical information for the premature infants was obtained from medical
records and a radiologist reviewed each scan for suspected brain injury. Infants were
between 1 and 9 months old (corrected-age for infants born preterm, M=6.4 months,
SD=3.2 months).
Diffusion-weighted MRI was also acquired from 16 adults at Western University.
Participants were between 18 and 40 years old (M=22.75, SD=4.89). Author LC
participated in the study and her data is included in the analysis. One participant was
excluded because of an incidental finding, while another was excluded due to technical
difficulties.
Approval for the study was provided by the Western University’s Health Sciences
Research Ethics Board. All parents provided informed consent before infants were
scanned. All adult participants also provided informed consent.

3.4.3

Preprocessing

The data was analysed with a pipeline built from the automatic analysis (aa) software,
FSL, and custom Matlab (R2016a). aa divides the description of the analysis into a user
script that describes what data should be analysed, the study specific settings, and a tasklist. This user script then calls then aa engine, which runs the processing pipeline,
ensuring that only the stages not already completed are run, and that when possible
modules are executed in parallel. The task list describes which processing modules
should be used to analyse the data. For this analysis, the modules identified the DICOM
files and organized them based on header information (aamod_autoidentifyseries_timtrio,
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aamod_get_dicom_diffusion) and converted them to NIFTI format
(aamod_convert_diffusion_phaseencode_direction). Then, aamod_diffusion_extractnodif
identified the 10 volumes where b=0 in the diffusion data. The following six stages called
components of the FSL diffusion processing pipeline. To combine the negative and
positive phase encoding diffusion data into a single image and reduce distortion,
aamod_diffusion_topup (TOPUP). aamod_bet_diffusion then removed non-brain tissue in
the b=0 image (BET). In order to correct for any residual distortions due to eddy currents
or head motion, aamod_diffusion_eddy (EDDY). aamod_diffusion _dtifit was then run to
model diffusion tensors at the voxel level (DTIFIT).
In order to obtain mappings between individual brains to standard (MNI) space for the
infants and adults, the normalization procedure for FSL’s tract-based spatial-statistics
(TBSS) was run. This normalizes the fractional anisotropy (FA) image to a mean FA tract
skeleton, using non-linear registration. Normalizing the FA image resulted in a good
registration for both the infant and adult data. Conventional normalization using a
structural (T1 or T2) image to a template was not possible for the infants, as a number of
the structural images were of poor quality due to participant motion. To ensure that
normalizing with FA was not introducing an artifact into our results, additional analyses
(not shown) in the adults where good structural images were also available, confirmed
that very similar results were obtained if normalization was performed using the
structural rather than diffusion images.

3.4.4

Human Connectome Project

In order to identify seed and target regions for the diffusion analysis, the parcellation
from the HCP was used. The HCP parcellation segments the brain into 180 distinct
regions in each hemisphere, based on structural, functional and diffusion data. To identify
the seed regions, the HCP definition of the ventral stream visual cortex (region 4,
supplementary neuroanatomical results) was used to identify the 14 regions that make up
the ventral visual stream (Glasser et al., 2016). The individual voxels that were part of the
14 regions in the ventral visual stream were used as seeds and were excluded from
tractography targets. The other 346 regions from the parcellation served as the target
regions in the analysis. These seed and target regions were projected from the cortical
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surface into volumetric MNI space. The normalization parameters from TBSS were then
used to project these regions from MNI space into each subject’s individual diffusion
data space for tractography.
To select the regions in the ventral visual stream which were most responsive to faces,
places, and tools, the functional MRI localizers from the HCP project were used. The
category-average contrasts were used to select regions. These regions were the fusiform
complex, the ventromedial visual area 2, and ventromedial visual area 3, respectively.
Regions can be seen in Figure 7A. These regions were used as the category-selective
regions in the subsequent classification analysis.

3.4.5

Tractography and Classification

Using the data from aa’s aamod_diffusion_bedpostx module (BEDPOSTX), probabilistic
tractography was performed in the infants and adults using FSL’s PROBTRACKX, using
5,000 streamlines per seed voxel in the individual subject’s ventral visual stream. The
output of PROBTRACKX was then transformed to MNI space. These results were then
summarized into a connectivity matrix that contained, for each voxel in the MNI ventral
visual stream seed region the number of streamlines that terminated in each of the 346
target ROIs.
Three linear discriminant classifiers were then trained to identify the fusiform complex,
the ventromedial visual area 2, and ventromedial visual area 3 in adults, based on
connectivity with the 346 target regions. For the adults, leave-one-subject out cross
validation was used to test whether selectivity could be predicted from connectivity. For
the infants, three classifiers trained in a similar way on the full adult dataset were then
tested on the infant diffusion data. D-primes were calculated to evaluate the accuracy of
the classifiers in both infants and adults. To test for a relationship between age and
connectivity in the infants, Pearson correlations were calculated between age and d-prime
scores for each category.
For the multiclass classification, a fitted discriminant analysis classifier
(www.mathworks.com/help/stats/fitcdiscr.html) was used to identify the fusiform
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complex, the ventromedial visual area 2, and ventromedial visual area 3, as well as the
non-category selective voxels in the HCP ventral stream visual cortex (region 4,
supplementary neuroanatomical results) in adults. This was done based on voxel-wise
connectivity with the 346 target regions. Leave one-out cross validation was used to test
classification accuracy, and d-primes were calculated for each participant. For the infant
version of this analysis, the fitted discriminant analysis classifier was trained on the entire
adult dataset and tested on the infant data. D-primes were used to calculate classification
accuracy.
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Chapter 4

4

The animacy distinction in the ventral temporal cortex:
probing development using vocabulary

Due to the maturity of cortical connectivity in the previous chapter, we decided to further
examine cortical development and see if infants were acquiring categories at different
rates, in line with general organizing principles in the ventral temporal cortex. In order to
measure when infants acquired categories, we used a measure of vocabulary
development, termed ‘age of acquisition’, which measures the age at which infants
acquire words. In accordance with the animacy distinction in the VTC, we find that
infants are acquiring animate words earlier than inanimate words.

4.1

Introduction

In the last chapter I found that in the first nine months of postnatal life, ventral regions
processing different visual categories have distinct trajectories of maturation. A
prediction from this work, which could not be tested given the data available, is that
distinct trajectories of maturation would be reflected in infants’ cognitive capabilities for
different categories. In this chapter, we begin to investigate this, by testing if a wellestablished principle of organization of the ventral temporal cortex (VTC) predicts the
sequence in which infants acquire categories. Specifically, in the VTC, there is an
animate-inanimate division along the mid-fusiform sulcus (MFS). In fMRI experiments
animate stimuli activate one side and inanimate stimuli activate the other (Grill-Spector
& Weiner, 2014; Konkle & Caramazza, 2013). Similarly, multivariate pattern
classification on VTC activation patterns has found that animate stimuli, primarily faces,
body parts and animals, are clustered together, while inanimate stimuli, like fruit, plants,
tools, places, and other manmade objects, formed another cluster (Kriegeskorte et al.,
2008). The MFS also forms a division in cytoarchitectonics and connectivity profiles,
where one side has a different cytoarchitectonic and connectivity profile than the other,
that may be necessary for the distinct processing that occurs for each category (GrillSpector & Weiner, 2014; Osher et al., 2016; Weiner et al., 2014).
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Although other distinctions exist within the VTC, we chose to probe the animacy
distinction because it is one of the largest scale organizing principles (Grill-Spector &
Weiner, 2014). Furthermore, it is fundamental to the inferences we make about the
environment. For example, evolutionarily, it is useful to know when something is
approaching you and may require increased attention, which contrasts with the processing
that would occur in a familiar place; as such, we remember animate items better than
matched inanimate items (Nairne, VanArsdall, & Cogdill, 2017). Infants acquire this
distinction quite early in life and it is one of the last distinctions preserved in semantic
dementia and Alzheimer’s (Hodges, Graham, & Patterson, 1995; Rakison & PoulinDubois, 2001). In order to assess the animacy distinction, we probed whether infants
produced animate words before inanimate words. In the language literature, this
measurement is termed ‘age of acquisition’ (AoA) and is dissociable from word
frequency (Marc Brysbaert, 2017).
Representing the close correspondence between visual stimuli and verbal labels, picture
naming tasks are often used to probe AoA. When picture naming tasks are given in
adults, items with earlier AoA’s have faster reaction times (Bonin, Chalard, Méot, &
Fayol, 2002; M. Brysbaert, Van Wijnendaele, & De Deyne, 2000; Ghyselinck, Lewis, &
Brysbaert, 2004; Morrison & Ellis, 1995). This has lead some researchers to propose a
neural network model, where networks that represent these concepts are more plastic
earlier on in life--earlier in training--and thus labels that are acquired together may be
organized together (Menenti & Burani, 2007).
AoA can be measured in several ways. Participants can be asked retrospectively when
they learned a word or their vocabulary can be tested at many time-points through
development. Given that word learning continues for more than a decade and there are so
many words to test for, it is laborious to measure at each age, and so most studies use
estimates of AoA based on retrospective report. However, in our work, we are
particularly interested in the earliest stages of development in infancy. These fall within a
period of “infantile amnesia” before 3-4 years old, when people universally remember
nothing, making it potentially impossible for them to accurately report the age of early
word acquisition (Loftus, 1993).
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Fortunately, given the clinical importance of detecting delays in language, another type of
test is well established in infants, based on caregiver report. A common instrument is the
MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MB-CDI), which has been
found to have reliability and validity when assessing AoA (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky,
& Marchman, 2017; Heilmann, Weismer, Evans, & Hollar, 2005; Thordardottir &
Weismer, 1996). The MB-CDI groups words into categories. In order to determine what
categories should be considered animate and inanimate, we defined animacy using results
from previous behavioural experiments. Infants may conceptualize animacy through
movement and they may do this differently than adults (Rakison & Poulin-Dubois, 2001).
In adults, many researchers define animacy as goal-directed movement, while inanimate
objects may move without having a specific goal (i.e. a train moves, but the conductor
initiates the movement). However, infants have been found to show a different
conceptualization of animacy, failing to distinguish between goal directed and non-goal
directed movement. For example, vehicles would fall into an infant’s animate category
because from their perspective they move in the same way a cat or dog would (Rakison &
Poulin-Dubois, 2001). Although this distinction is not often made by adult researchers,
there is imaging data to show the organization of semantic categories may reflect it. For
example, when exploring the organization of semantic categories Huth et al. (2012)
presented adult participants with movies and conducted a principal components analysis.
The strongest predictor of the first principle component was movement, with faces,
animals and vehicles against other static stimuli (Huth, Nishimoto, Vu, & Gallant, 2012).
Indeed, many other studies into the organization of the VTC have failed to include
vehicles as a category (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). Therefore, the definition of animate
stimuli was extended to all objects that move. Inanimate stimuli were defined as nonmoving objects and included categories similar to those forming clusters in previous
research. Based on the division between animate and inanimate stimuli in the VTC, we
expect that there might be a differential rate of learning between animate and inanimate
categories. Based on the importance of animate stimuli, we might expect animate
vocabulary acquisition to lead inanimate vocabulary acquisition.
Additionally, after exploring whether infants acquire animate words before inanimate
words, to study the effect of using a parental report measure rather than retrospective
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self-report, we compared the MB-CDI parental reports to a database that recorded AoA
retrospectively. We expected that the parental reports will have a significantly different
AoA because of infantile amnesia.

4.2

Methods

To investigate if infants acquired concepts in accordance with the organization of the
ventral temporal cortex (VTC), a corpus analysis was conducted with the data from the
Wordbank database (Frank et al., 2017). The data used in this experiment was
downloaded from the Wordbank database on November 25 th , 2016. The version
downloaded stored the data of 5,450 infants who completed the English portion of the
MB-CDI. They were between 16 months to 30 months old and were typically developing,
exhibiting no form of language disorder, as reported by the researchers who contributed
data.
The MB-CDI asks parents to rate whether their child can produce a word. As the MBCDI is a production measure of language acquisition, it is less correlated with word
frequency than other means of assessing AoA (Brysbaert, 2017). As a non-retrospective,
reliable, valid tool (Dale, 1991; Heilmann et al., 2005; Thal, O’Hanlon, Clemmons, &
Fralin, 1999; Thordardottir & Weismer, 1996) the MB-CDI is a strong way to investigate
infant vocabulary development.
Our goal was to investigate whether the animate/inanimate distinction, so prominent in
VTC, was predictive of order of acquisition The words analysed and the categories they
were divided into were predetermined by the MB-CDI. However, whether the categories
were animate or inanimate was decided based on previous developmental research, where
categories that moved were scored as animate and categories that did not moved were
scored as inanimate. The categories that were scored as animate were: ‘Animals’, ‘Body
parts’, ‘Vehicles’, and ‘People’ and the categories that were scored as inanimate were:
‘Household’, ‘Places’, ‘Food and Drink’, ‘Locations’, ‘Toys and Furniture’, ‘Clothing’,
and ‘Outside’. Categories that fell into neither distinction were scored as ‘Other’, and
they were not included in the analysis; the items in this category consisted of words, nonwords (e.g. baa-baa) and gestures that were judged to not be relevant. The proportion of
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infants who could produce each word was used to determine whether infants acquired
animate or inanimate words first, underscoring the distinction seen in the VTC. As the
data violated the normality assumption, which is to be expected in language acquisition,
we report the median values of each category at the 15 ages contained in the MB-CDI.
We then use a non-paramedic test, a Wilcoxon sum rank t-test, to determine if infants are
producing significantly more animate words than inanimate words, based on the
proportion of words produced for each category. We test each age point separately
because we wanted to determine the developmental trajectory of the vocabulary
development surrounding the animacy distinction.
To investigate the effect of using the MB-CDI rather than a more widely used
retrospective measure of AoA, we also examined AoA ratings that were acquired from a
database created by Kuperman et al. (2012). Kuperman et al. (2012) calculated mean
AoA retrospective ratings using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, an online crowdsourcing
platform that allows researchers to gain a diverse sample in a short amount of time for a
low cost. This data had a high correlation with data that was acquired by asking
participants for the same information in the lab (.93 or .85 depending on the database
they compared their data to) (Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert, 2012).
Participants were asked to report at which age they had learned particular words. This is
distinct from the data utilized from the Wordbank database, as in the MB-CDI,
production, a more stringent criterion for learning, was the form of reference. As such, if
there was a significant difference between the two databases it could be expected that the
Kuperman et al. (2012) ratings would trend towards lower ages than what was found in
the Wordbank database. In their data collection Kuperman et al. (2012, p. 10) stressed
that participants were to report, “the age at which you would have understood that word if
somebody had used it in front of you, EVEN IF YOU DID NOT use, read or write it at
the time”. However, because of infantile amnesia, participants could be reporting
significantly higher ages than found for the parental report measure. Kuperman et al.
(2012) collected data from 1,960 participants over the course of their study, which gave
them the ability to collect data for over 30,000 words.
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In order to make comparisons between the data in the MB-CDI and Kuperman’s data,
which provided a mean AoA, we calculated the mean age at which infants acquired
words in the MB-CDI data, by calculating the age where 50% of the infants were
producing a word. This threshold was chosen as it is the steepest part of the curve, if the
transition is like a sigmoid. We then compared the two AoA measures; there were 389
words scored as being animate or inanimate in the CDI data and corresponding
Kuperman AoA’s were found for 295 words. Words that did not have clear
correspondents (e.g. words that had two noun entries (i.e. chicken (food) and chicken
(animal))) were excluded from the analysis. We then tested whether the Kuperman
(2012) and MB-CDI AoA for the 295 words were correlated, and if they were
significantly different. To probe the animacy distinction, we tested within each dataset
whether infant mean AoA was greater for animate or inanimate words, for the subset of
295 words. Again, the data violated the normality assumption and Wilcoxon sum rank ttests were used.

4.3

Results

MB-CDI Measure of AoA from Wordbank
In order to describe the data, the median proportion median portion of words produced
was calculated for the categories that were classified as animate and inanimate. Medians
for each category are presented in Table 1. A plot containing the median proportion of
words produced for each category and the interquartile range at each age is presented in
Figure 10.
Wilcoxon rank sum t-tests were used to assess whether infants were able to produce more
animate words than inanimate words. Up until 29 months, infants were significantly able
to produce more animate words than inanimate words. Test statistics and significance
levels can be found in Table 2.
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Table 1. Proportion of words known
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Figure 10. Proportion of words produced for animate (blue) and inanimate (red) categories. Error
bars represent the interquartile range.
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Table 2. Wilcoxon sum rank tests

Retrospective AoA Ratings
As expected, mean retrospective AoA ratings were substantially different, with
Kuperman’s ratings being higher (i.e. participants reported learning words later in life)
than the mean ratings calculated from the MB-CDIs stored in the Wordbank database
(see scatter plot in Figure 11; Wilcoxon rank sum test z-score=-21.01, p<0.00001).
Furthermore, the retrospective ratings were not just linearly shifted and scaled, but
reflected substantially difference variance, with the correlation between them only of
medium strength, despite the high sample sizes in both studies (r=.52, p<0.00001). This
shows that retrospective report gives a different sequence.
We then individually examined the effect of animacy, using the mean AoA calculated for
the retrospective AoA measure and the MB-CDI. As for the MB-CDI measure, there was
a reliable difference between animate and inanimate word mean AoA (Wilcoxon rank
sum test zscore=-2.12, p=0.0342). However, the retrospective measure also has a reliable
difference between animate and inanimate words (Wilcoxon rank sum test zscore=-2.03,
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p<0.0395). A cumulative histogram of the mean proportion of words learned or produced
at each age, calculated individually for each database, can be found in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Scatter plot comparing the mean AoA from the parental report measure to the
mean AoA obtained from the retrospective self-report measure.
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Figure 12. Cumulative histogram for the proportion of words produced (parental report)
or learned (retrospective self-report). Animate words are learned earlier in both
databases.

4.4

Discussion

In order to determine whether the organization of the VTC was related to the order in
which infants acquire categories, we used the Wordbank database which contains MBCDI data from 5,450 infants to determine if infants learned words from animate
categories earlier than inanimate words. As would be expected by the general organizing
principle in the VTC, there was a difference in acquisition between animate and
inanimate categories. In accordance with the value of these categories, infants acquired
animate words before inanimate words.
While this data gives the interesting opportunity to compare the timeline of how
categories are acquired with the organization of the VTC, it is still unknown how
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vocabulary development influences the maturity of the VTC or vice versa. It is possible
that myelination occurs in a prescribed way (possibly laterally to medially) and that the
maturity of the VTC influences category development. Animate concepts might be
acquired sooner because of the maturity of the lateral portion of the VTC. In this case, it
could be said that the cytoarchitectonics and connectivity of the lateral portion of the
VTC are genetically coded to represent these stimuli, and the maturity of cortex is needed
to acquire concepts. However, it also could be that the visual properties of animate
stimuli drive concept acquisition regardless of maturity. The human visual system could
be setup to pay attention to things that move, and this could then subsequently drive
concept acquisition. In order to definitively identify which comes first, a concurrent
neuroimaging and vocabulary development study, measuring infants language production
would have to be conducted. This represents a promising avenue for future research.
Although the difference between animate and inanimate word production was no longer
significant at 29 months in the MB-CDI data, and the interquartile range had significant
overlap, it is possible that this difference continues to be present in older infants and
children. The MB-CDI is a fixed questionnaire that might not be capturing all of infant or
toddler word development. While there could be real differences in animate and
inanimate word knowledge, the infants might be acquiring different animate words at
older ages that are not listed on the questionnaire. Future research should seek to use
another measurement of language production, such as a tape recorder attached to infants
at various ages, to get a greater sense of the words infants are producing. In this case,
individual raters would have to code each word produced by the child for a fixed interval
for its belonging to an animate or inanimate category.
The data in this study demonstrates that animacy followed a traditional infant definition
of animacy, with vehicles being included although their movement is not goal directed in
nature (Rakison & Poulin-Dubois, 2001). This aligns with the imaging data from (Huth et
al., 2012) and the clustering of other categories within the VTC (Kriegeskorte et al.,
2008). Future research should take this into account when measuring the infant animacy
distinction, especially if neuroimaging is done in this population.
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However, we by no means suggest that the animacy distinction accounts for all of the
variance in infant vocabulary development. Therefore, it would be interesting to extend
this analysis to other aspects of VTC organization. For example, real object size is also a
general organizing principle of the VTC (Konkle & Oliva, 2012). Individual words found
in the MB-CDI could be scored to develop two categories: a small object and a large
object category. The analysis could then be repeated to determine if infants show this
distinction in their vocabulary. Based on the data in this Chapter, we hypothesize that
there would be a differential rate of learning between large and small objects. Following
the lateral to medial maturation observed here, we hypothesize that small objects, usually
clustered on the lateral side of the MFS, would have an earlier AoA than the large
objects, usually clustered on the more medial side of the MFS. Additionally, another
analysis could look at some of the finer grain distinctions within animacy. For example,
in the neuroimaging literature, inanimate items have a further distinction where small
inanimate items are cluster together and large inanimate items form another cluster
(Konkle & Caramazza, 2013). It is possible that small, inanimate items and large,
inanimate items have a differential rates of learning as well.
Although the motivation for using data from the MB-CDI was strong, because we were
interested in category development before our first memories are formed, to ensure we
were measuring something unique with the Wordbank database, we investigated whether
mean AoA’s from the MB-CDI and the Kuperman et al. (2012) database were related,
finding a medium sized correlation. To determine if retrospectively collecting AoA
would influence the comparison between the proportion of animate and inanimate words
acquired, we tested the proportion of animate and inanimate words produced in both the
Wordbank and Kuperman data individually. Both comparisons were significant.
However, the databases were significantly different from each other. This, taken with the
medium side correlation, suggests the MB-CDI data could be measuring something
unique from the Kuperman data.
This data may be useful for speech language pathologists or other clinicians trying to
probe concept development. If infants are not acquiring concepts in accordance with
developmental norms, this could have direct implications for both their vocabulary and
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the organization of semantics within the ventral visual stream. Clinicians should be aware
of this vocabulary difference and that it presents as early as 16 months into postnatal life.
In conclusion, the results provide a promising way to probe infant concept development,
by relating the acquisition of verbal labels to VTC organization. Future work should be
done to determine the causality of the relationship between the acquisition of verbal
labels and the organization of the VTC. This data has clinical implications for both
vocabulary and concept development, as neurons that fire together wire together, and
abnormal acquisition may shape the organization of the VTC.
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Chapter 5

5

Discussion.

5.1

General Discussion and Conclusions

It has been proposed that infants primarily use a subcortical retinocollicular pathway for
detecting a basic level category, faces (Johnson, Senju, & Tomalski, 2015; Francesca
Simion, Valenza, Umilta, & Barba, 1998). This pathway has also been proposed to
facilitate rapid detection in adults, and so I began by investigating this with a face
detection task. I exploited the greater connectivity of the nasal hemiretina to the
retinocollicular pathway, compared to the temporal hemiretina (Bertini, Leo, & Làdavas,
2008; Sylvester, Josephs, Driver, & Rees, 2007). Across four experiments, which
manipulated the coarseness and spatial frequency of the stimuli, I failed to find an
advantage of presenting to the nasal hemiretina, thus demonstrating a lack of involvement
of subcortical structures in rapid face detection in adults. As I was conducting these
experiments, evidence emerged of cortical processing of faces, places and objects in the
infant VTC (Deen et al., 2017). I therefore focused upon characterizing cortical systems
in early infancy, and in particular the development of the unique signatures of
connectivity for category-selective regions. I found that the face and place network had
mature connectivity early in infancy, while the tool network took nine months of
postnatal life to reach the maturity level of adults. These unique signatures of
connectivity allow different brain regions come together to make up the cross-modal,
motoric and affective associations we associate with rich representations of categories
(Binder, Desai, Graves, & Conant, 2009; Huth, de Heer, Griffiths, Theunissen, & Gallant,
2016; Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers, 2007). Given the evidence of maturation within the
VTC, I hypothesized that the principles of organization of the VTC might be evident in
the order in which infants acquire categories. To determine when infants acquired
categories, I used a measure of language production, the Mac-Arthur Bates
Developmental Inventory (CDI), a parental questionnaire about their child’s vocabulary
development. I used the Wordbank database, which compiled thousands of CDI’s across
a variety of ages (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2017). As it is one of the
largest scale category distinctions in VTC, I chose to probe the animacy distinction,
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delimited by the mid-fusiform sulcus (Weiner et al., 2014). It is also one of the last
distinctions to be eliminated in semantic dementia (Hodges, Graham, & Patterson, 1995).
Additionally, moving stimuli capture infants’ attention (McKenzie & Day, 1976;
Volkmann & Dobson, 1976), which lead me to hypothesize that infants would acquire
animate words before inanimate words. In line with the hypothesis, infants produced
significantly more animate words than inanimate words up until 29 months. Additionally,
to validate my choice of language measurement, I compared the data from the MB-CDI
to the data from a database that collected AoA measurements through retrospective selfreport (Frank et al., 2017; Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert, 2012). The
mean AoA’s between the two databases were reliably different from each other, and the
correlation between then was only of medium strength (.52), demonstrating I was
measuring something unique with the MB-CDI.
Overall, the work contained in this dissertation demonstrates the surprising maturity of
the cortical networks for vision in infants. Even in adults, subcortical regions are making
less of a contribution than originally thought. Infants had mature signatures of
connectivity, sometimes at only a month old, and the organization of the VTC was related
to the order in which infants acquire categories.
However, considering Chapters 3 and 4 together, the question arises of why, if infants are
forming categories with rich associations even early in the first year, why does language
not develop until the second year? One possibility here concerns the level of description.
It could be that the representations were seen to develop in Chapter 3 are either at a more
general or more specific than those at the basic level probed through words in Chapter 4.
For example, infants may initially make very crude distinctions like animate/ina nimate,
or be separating agents from non-agents (Kinzler & Spelke, 2007). Or, at a much more
specific level, they may know the faces of their immediate family at a month old and be
building associations with these, but may yet to generalise relevant associations to all
faces, which is perhaps necessary for a basic-level category representation to form.
Likewise, an infant may only know a few places, but constant passive perception of
places may be enough to drive the connectivity of the place network. Finally, toolnetwork connectivity might take time to set up, until children can manipulate objects, but
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not every tool or object might need to be individually represented to drive network
connectivity. Indeed, plasticity for all of these categories continues into adulthood, with
the ability to learn and dissociate between new faces, places, and objects or tools.
Additionally, even when disregarding the possibility of a Type 2 error, the lack of
evidence for subcortical involvement, via the retinocollicular pathway, in rapid face
detection does not mean that subcortical structures are not involved in other face or
category level processing. The amygdala has been shown to be activated when viewing
both emotional and neutral faces (Mende-Siedlecki, Verosky, Turk-Browne, & Todorov,
2013). Its role in face processing might be the emotional appraisal of the stimulus, which
could contribute to memory formation as in the case of flashbulb memories (Adolphs,
Cahill, Schul, & Babinsky, 1997; Akirav & Richter-Levin, 2006; Kensinger, Addis, &
Atapattu, 2011). Additional research has shown a monocular advantage to face
processing that was not evident for other categories, where they hypothesized that
monocularly presenting stimuli resulted in more subcortical involvement (Gabay,
Burlingham, & Behrmann, 2014). In this study, the researchers tried to present
preferentially to the nasal and temporal hemiretina, but also did not find an effect. The
lack of neuroimaging in this study makes it hard to assess what subcortical structures are
involved, but the researchers hypothesized that the lateral geniculate nucleus played a
role. Completing a similar experiment while participants also viewed stimuli
monocularly, using MRI compatible goggles, in the MRI scanner would give insight into
what, if any, subcortical structures are involved.
Although my data represents a significant first step in identifying the maturity and
contribution of different brain networks and their regions to categorization, there are
limitations to this research. For example, in Chapter 2, which contained the four
experiments that probed the contribution of the retinocollicular pathway, while the
stimuli were presented too quickly for participants to make a saccade, in an attempt to
ensure the presentation was made to the correct hemiretina, there was no eye tracking in
this study. Although participants were instructed to maintain fixation, eye tracking would
allow us to be confident that they complied with the instructions. Future research could
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replicate my results with eye tracking to have full certainty that participants were
maintaining fixation.
In Chapter 3, we defined the category-specific regions using the localizers from the
Human Connectome Project, which contained 210 participants. Thus, our choice of
category-specific regions well-powered and likely to be reliable at the group level.
However, as mentioned, it would have been useful to have functional localizers and
diffusion imaging data in the same adult and infant participants. In adults, this might have
allowed for more precision in training the classifier, as I would have been able to identify
the face, place, and tool selective regions in individual participants, where the exact
border of these varies among individuals. It is possible that this could have improved
training and subsequent testing in the infants. Future research could investigate and test
this.
In the infant participants, having both localizers and diffusion data could have allowed us
to see if the regions that were showing the distinct signature of connectivity of the face,
place and tool network were specializing functionally as well. This would have allowed
me to determine the order in which functional selectivity is related to connectivity, where
functional selectivity could precede connectivity or vice versa. However, the difficulty is
that the visual localizers would have required the infants to be awake, but the diffusion
acquisition required infants to be asleep so that they were sufficiently still. Thus, the
exact relationship between functional selectivity and connectivity remains a topic for
challenging future research.
The developmental relationship between acquiring concepts and the organization of the
VTC remains somewhat ambiguous in Chapter 4. Although I found that infants acquired
animate words before inanimate words, the direction of causality between this and the
organization of VTC is unclear. Does the organization of the VTC influence concept
acquisition, or does concept acquisition drive the organization of the VTC? Future
longitudinal research probing concept development through vocabulary concurrently with
imaging, and a method like latent change score analysis might disentangle these (Kievit
et al., 2018).
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Furthermore, it would be interesting to use the methodology from Chapter 4 to probe for
other distinctions in early infant vocabulary development. The animacy distinction
clearly does not account for all of the variance in infant vocabulary development, and it is
very likely that additional distinctions are evident. For example, infants could acquire
small inanimate categories before large inanimate categories. Infants might have more
experience with smaller objects, as they could interact with them and hold them up to
their faces, making them more likely to acquire those concepts.
Additionally, it would be interesting to probe whether individual differences in infants’
frequency of experience with different visual categories drives their vocabulary
development and the subsequent organization of the VTC. For example, during eating, it
has been shown that infants acquire words that they have experience with at meal time
earlier in development, contrasting with words they do not have experience with (Clerkin,
Hart, Rehg, Yu, & Smith, 2017). It might be that mugs and staplers are clustered together
in a particular infants VTC if they have experience with both of those items at the same
time, whereas another child could acquire candles and books if they were being read to at
the dinner table. Substantiating this hypothesis, children (age 5-8) who had significant
experience with Pokemon developed a region in the VTC that uniquely responded to
Pokemon (Gomez, Barnett, & Grill-Spector, 2019). Further research is needed to
determine the relationship between early experience and the organization of the VTC.
Additional research could also be done with adult participants to illuminate the
relationship between word AoA and the organization of the VTC. Specifically, it would
be interesting to test if the order of concept acquisition in infancy – as reflected in AoA,
and measured by the Wordbank database – is predictive on a finer scale of organization
within the mature VTC. In other words, are items “laid down in order”. Database data
could be used to determine responsiveness in the adult VTC; for example, responsiveness
to individual images could measured using the BOLD 5000 database
(https://bold5000.github.io/). A univariate, continuous analysis could be conducted to
determine whether the images presented are represented differently depending on the
average age they were acquired (as dependent on the Wordbank Database). Based on the
results in Chapter 4, and adult data that shows the animate/inanimate distinction in the
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VTC, I would hypothesise that infants’ age of acquisition will be at least somewhat
predictive of VTC organization (Grill-Spector & Weiner, 2014). Using a database like the
Bold 5000 database would also allow me to probe whether additional factors are
predictive of VTC organization through a multivoxel pattern analysis. These factors
include, but are not limited to, real objects size, eccentricity, animacy, living vs nonliving and combinations of the these.
Furthermore, I could use the same methods developed in Chapter 3 to examine whether
regions that are selective for the early and late acquired words have adult-like structural
connectivity. By splitting the words into different groups, I could then create ROI’s
within the VTC for early and late learned words. I would hypothesise that regions that
represent words acquired earlier in infancy will have connectivity that is more similar to
the adult connectivity when infants are young (i.e. if infants have acquired a set of words
represented in a particular region, it is more likely that their brain connectivity will look
like adults for that region, whereas the opposite should be true for regions that represent
words that are acquired later in infancy), demonstrating that language and a full network
representation develop at similar time points.
The methods used in Chapter 3 also have many applications for the study of infant brain
development. To my knowledge, our study is the first to use a classifier, trained on adult
and tested on infant data, to characterize the connectivity of a brain region. Future
research could explore other brain regions, such as those involved in executive function,
to determine if the connectivity related to those regions is more mature than previously
thought (Rothbart, Sheese, & Posner, 2007). Future research could also explore regions
related to theory of mind, which are thought to take significant time to develop (Saxe,
Carey, & Kanwisher, 2004).
These methods might also be valuable in determining if participants are at risk for a
variety of disorders that involve structural connectivity. Structural connectivity has been
used to predict the severity of several health conditions, including mental health
conditions (i.e. social anxiety disorder) (Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2016). Furthermore,
infants with preterm birth and autism have been found to have abnormal preferences for
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different visual categories (Adolphs, Sears, & Piven, 2001; Kleinhans et al., 2008;
Telford et al., 2016) and it would be interesting to evaluate our signature of connectivity
method, to see if it can act as an earlier biomarker for the detection of disorders. Early
identification would allow for potentially more effective interventions, when the brain is
most plastic. Identification of risk factors during infancy would allow parents to
participate in interventions and develop parenting and coping skills that would be useful
in providing the best environment possible for infants to grow up in.
Overall, my work demonstrates the role and maturity of cortical structures and brain
connectivity in categorization. It developed many methods, some using computational
techniques from machine learning, that will be useful for studying the manner in which
experience shapes the organization of the VTC, and methods that will be useful for
examining brain connectivity, both throughout healthy development and in many
disorders that involve structural connectivity. One advantage to the method developed in
Chapter 3 is that it allows researchers to meaningfully compare between groups. For
example, term infants could be compared to preterm infants to examine typical
development, patients could be compared with controls, and infant connectivity could
continue to be contrasted with adult connectivity. Our method was specific enough to
examine how individual infants compared with individual adults, making it a promising
avenue to identify developmental abnormalities on an individual subject level.
My work also underscores the utility of publicly available data when studying infant
development. Publicly available databases provided power and generalizab ility to my
work, and collecting all of the data individually would have required significant effort.
Future research should seek to exploit the advantages of publicly available data whenever
possible—there are clearly many unique questions that databases lend themselves to.
Finally, my work attempted to link behaviour and brain function during vocabulary
acquisition. Knowing how the infant brain functions is interesting, but greater advances
in the field will be made by linking brain development with behaviour, including
disordered behaviour that continues to develop throughout infancy and into adulthood.
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Taken together, this work presents a basis for many promising future studies. Future
work should especially pursue the study using the BOLD 5000 database to gain insight
into how the VTC develops. However, I think one of the most important contributions are
the methods that have been developed. The VTC represents an interesting development
ground for methods because its cognitive functions are partially understood, and because
its organization is in some ways robust across participants. The methods described in
Chapter 3 are an exciting path to investigate whether the signature of connectivity for
particular regions involved in disorders is differentiated between groups and on an
individual subject level. To increase power and generalizability, publicly available data
should be used whenever possible. Finally, to move the field forward, neuroimaging and
behavioural tasks should to be completed with the same participants, allowing for the
examination of brain and behaviour interactions.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Regions Driving Connectivity
In order to determine which regions carried the most signal for classification, the mean
difference in connectivity between category-selective and non-category selective seed
voxels was calculated for all target regions. It was standardized across target regions to
yield a z-score. This table shows regions with a z-score that is greater than 3.
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